
Ciippendix- 

Knowing when I began this book that Iwould be limited in my documentatioh 
11140 to the documentation in what i  had printed earlier, in some cases thirty-

five years earlie5 and mostly to what was publicly available inTi9705, I 

started making copies. as I went.ug Then, havini7Pho more filing room in my 

office, I started laying whiwhat I copied in a sack on my des* Atop 

the seven 	ewer file cabinets facing my desk are six caClidbasboard 
\od ,44A4J,4,./  4_5szi4. 

boxes from a nearliy -lirperiarket1 There then were also four boxes on my desk 

plus what is sold as a "desk organeser" but did not meet that defined role 

on my overcrowded desk). Which for years I have not been able to use as 

desks are Ordinarily used. I cannot keep may feet in th-4Perature for them 

and have not been able 
- - - 

my first thro 

because , -Thcable to type, I am at right-angles to may desk. But in order to 

be able to keep may feet elevatedi had to have a pedestal tspewriter table, 

which did not appear t/be available commercially. So, I type with both legs,. 

and feetirhorizontal with the floor, with the typewriter on a table 

that is attached to a two-inch sieel pipe that in turn is attached to 

a base that is eleven by fOurteen inches and which roles easily on ibductrial 

casters. 

I read and correct what I have wrdttenwhen it is 41. a clipboard and I,0 71.(-41 
cot 

opem in that -asesitting position when read and correct, aoMIC times using 

this Hermes 3000 "Cadillac of porillii .1ypewriters", when I have more th,n a 
*-(2.1_frYt4-a4}1-, 400  word or so tpiio-ftect. 

„Lidomogith 	did not 
By the time I started writing those copieicri6 lodt. If 	respher4 

where I had last seen themokoad my search through 41 0 jungle of 
4074,14 

to for twenty-five *years, since 

In fact, I cannot sit facing 

the diagnosis of 
41,,t,it' A44  

the desk J/wIlir ier 

off 	 was fruitless. 

'4e12, after I had finoshed what will have to be the text of this book, 
Pb they suddenly

A 	
when I was yoking for something else4t 

surfaced 



app 2 

zwilluAl4A44 
In that iniltial copying included more than the part that was 

494,41404 direcrly related to what Spec eriirad written 	to be sure that 

all that was relevant was included,e-th‘so that the record for history, which 

is what this series of 4i booze that have no promise of p 
	

Lain- 

tended to be, would 4clearly leave nothing  out of what is quoted. 

Some of them are pretty/long but they all relate to what Specter)  

4$1644i- flEth his bare face handing out, calls his passion for truth. 

All of what is quoted does address that, some including others who(disgraced 

themselves, their professionsnd their "Country with a lack of honesty that 
10 

lair aa-  Specter's league. AIMArof that also does involve' Specter, too. 

OwhadliodaiLl  from which most comesois a large book, much larger 
5/2-€ 

than Ali iiffitalfigik 650 pages. When the typing was reduced (by  the 
oglera that is the beginning of offset printing There are more lines per 0 

page than in most book . This smaller size than the usual type that 

most books are set in plus less apace between those lines made for many more 

words per page than most books have. 

;I. addition, Ault licgtemLbad an exceptionally large appendix. It is of 

two hundred and thirty-three pages,.all of the 14-Production of official 

evidence, documents and pictures both and almost''.44 not-6reviously pub-

lished. There is also facsimile reproduction of both Commission text and the 

pictures I obtained from it and from the Fa. 
, 

Not only woe mellit-of this appendix not previously_ 

ublicly known. Some of it, as the text reports, was care- 
,---------- 

,....) 411A-1 2'4.__Alf./. 

471/C :II diligent search would not 	dii!close_io 
the ireLident's physicianiliPpromialwhat 

have been the crii of the aeteimirlpirWmaelekets4 Burkley also "veri- 
ri;f6a fled" the truth of what those incredible records'state. Watch means that 

Specter is not truthful in his claim to fame in his knowingly false 

P41315143,11" 
At 

fully misfil 	that the 

nurkle.p. ci2"vvwtzkobi-eeeele 



app 3 

self-glorigfication, tnat he first presenteu 13umes's explanation for his 

'arming  of part of WPrecisous history-and what a1mo4c 	 ing certalifieiwirk 
,04,t4  

ended, fended officially, Specter's fabrication of his single•bEei abso- 
lute 

nut sx 	 1phout which there could not have been the "solution" 

to "the crime of th century" that the Marren Report ittl/r141-41 4 

When the work of other 0Commission counsels gotnear or into Specter's 
'-frO1/4-41/411/  

Specter wanted to be certain that the 
`15r<cie)t- 

in all ins4-nces t' was 

love, his bastard of the single-bullet dirventi-en, Sieger was also into it. 
1.1i0,01 

was by his midel as 

Post Mortem appeared in 1975. That gave Specter twenty years in which 
0.444.; A-t-A 

o corn fir, as I chnillOged him repeatedly, to sue me. But be was 

lawyer qqaugh to know that if he sued he'd beklobbered, and that when it would 

get real attention. Besides which he'd-iiiave lost, as this book and its 

twendex appendix both sir leave beyond any question. 

It wai44 wise of him to suffer his hurt in silence. 

His silence redAuced the chance of his actual record,MAich is anything 

but a segvh for the truth, whatever he meant by "passion," leipedt reduce the 
44411- 

verti-low possibility that the media, which ignored his actual reco 

began 4 not later than when the Warren Report was published wouldilitt get the 
attention it should have gotten. 

If it had the dWarren Repeit
A  
t could not have survived it. 

Which is problbly the reason nest`specter nor the other Specters,, ear 
0 
evie junior grade Specters, got the attention they akeix-deserved. 

If there had been a dictator to order the Sieg  Beil#  pproalth of the 

Commission, it could not have performed better than It did in sanctifying the 

government's failure to be honest, its official determination to be dis- 
-Q 

honest, as is documented in the tr#, with that Katzenbach memorandum and what 

relates to 1it. 



h 
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So, whatever the government may have had in mind, whatever impelled the 
began 

drafting of that Katzenbao memorandum, which. welter* probably was no by 

Katzenbach the effect, whether or not intended, was to make/the tracing and 

c pture of the assassins. Which was never attempted in any event. 

In theAVLandepf the free and the home of the brevet 
P1-4-rx.ntisiLi 

But that Specter cannot take credit for. 
ra ke; 
Pe credit, as we have seen, is for foisting off on the 

nation the false official account of the assassination- which 

was a coup d'647etat. 

But that Specter did not boast of7-iii did not ,"display 
aM 

his pride elfe: 

These excerpts from the Commission's hearings are also 

samples of how 	did what he takes such pride in. 

. t..:;•••• 

In addition to documenting what Specter is s proud of 

doing, his great accomplislAment, miany of these exeepr eiWiEcerpts 

qi-ruculpatorty of Oswald-prove he was not the assassin - 
and that to bid oteAtofficial knowledge. 

Including 1Spectere. 	
vk 	- 

--, 

 
11-64 ,'",,,,c4k<  

4.._IA451,44 	11`14°' 

All are from Post Mortem 	- 44t10114 • = 

is 

The first is from the chapter ,"Flatulent Finck and His 

Ilitn-court Spelling Bee", morie detail than is in the text 
41104r0,41__ 

on Finck's confession that the autopsy was controlled 

navy admiral and that the control prohibited what 

required in an autopsy. 

Clay I'd like these in facsimile but if you disagree, 

please add the page numbers. Probably i *mud be a good idea 

111 (1) to eliminate the tabs as on this first one b vt*AA4A-'4  fit'41- 



4A 	 follows 4 

was 
Irving Dymond to of Clay Shaw's counsel. 

aNew Orlean 
Alvin ilOser was assistant district attorney, one of those 

handling the Shaw prosecution, 

5 follows 
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For example, he was asked a simple question to which he should 
• and knew he should - have answered merely "yes" or "no": "Now, Doc-
tor, dcriTu examine on the remains of the late President Kennedy a 
wound in the frontal neck region?" Finck launched into a combination 
of futile self-justification and a mumbo-jumbo of meaningless pontifi-
cation, complete with another needless spelling, this time inaccurately, 
adding a characterization of that wound as one of exit, while also ad-
mitting he did not then see it. After a half-page of this rambling, he 
went into a double hearsay, what he knew was improper and incompetent, 
that on the day after the autopsy, "Dr. Humes called the surgeons of 
Dallas." This is hearsay, for Finck was not there, and error, for 

;Humes phoned only one doctor. Finck added, "and he was told that they" 
...hearsay twice removed, for Finck did not hear what, if anything, was 
said - before Oser interrupted, "I object to the hearsay." (p.14) 

Then Dymond pretended to caution Finck - a caution entirely un-
.!recessery  to a man certified in forensic science - "You may not say whet 
- the surgeons of Dallas told Dr. Humes. That would be hearsay." Finck 
argued with him, beginning with, "I have to base my interpretation on 
all the facts available and not on one fact only ..." Patently, this 

'is false. The proper and possible answers are "yes", "no", or "I am 
not certain." If necessary, Finck could then ask permission to amplify 
his answer. Here it was not necessary except for propaganda, which is 
not the purpose of a legal proceeding. Dymond, of course, was quite 
mixious for Finck to load the record with all the propaganda and ir-
relevancies he could get in and to complicate Oser's alseady serious 
problems as much as he could. So, he let Finck carry on without inter 
ruption for most of a page (15) until the judge, for the first but not 
the last time, called Finck to book. 

Knowing full well it was entirely improper, Finck had gotten 
to where he argued, "I insist on that point, and that telephone call 
to Dallas from Dr. Humes - " when Judge Haggerty chided him, "You may 
insist on the point, Doctor, but we are going to do it according to 
the law. If it is legally objectionable, even if you insist, I am go-
ing to have to sustain the objection." 

(As a measure of Finck's knowledge, even of hearsay, I note 

Dymond took the cue, brought Finck back to what he had volun-
teered and thus gotten into the record, "when the X-rays I requested 
showed no bullets in the cadaver of the President," to broaden the in-
terpretation to what may well have made it perjurious in fact as it was 
in intent, "you say the X-rays showed no bullet or projectile in that 
area of the President or in any other area?" 

Finck still would not give a simple "yes" or "no" response. He 
f. 
first said that "I requested whole-body X-rays" and then added that the 
only "fragments" they saw in the X-rays were in those of the head and 
"due to another bullet wound." 

The line crossed, this is perjury. But nothing will happen, 
unless Finck gets another promotion. He got one after similar perju-
rious testimony before the Warren Commission. 

Prior to this New Orleans testimony, as we have seen, Finck had 
given Attorney General Clark, who had become one of the needless vic-
tims of all this official dishonesty, a statement in which all three  
autopsy doctors acknowledge the presence of fragments of bullet in pre-
cisely this area,  making their earlier Warren Commission testimony as 
criminal in character as Finck's here is. 

There were fragments there. These fragments alone destroy the 
official "sole:U-15H" to the crime. Therein lies sufficient official mo-
tive for both the perjury and its protection, in the case of the Warren 
Commission, its subornation also. This is not the only such testimony, 
but it is clear enough so the repetitions (as on pp.47,125,127 and espe 
cially 137) are not needed to establish criminality and gross and de-
liberate deception. 

Finck made other errors, engaged in further deceptions, but to 

that Humes made not "that telephone call' but two of them.) 
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rehash all of them at this point, significant as any one is in court 
and in en investigation of the murder of a President, would be to coal 
Newcastle. The next one worthy of special attention begins on page 48. 
By that time Finck had found it necessary to help the local yokels of 
the legal, judicial and journalistic fraternities by spelling out such 
difficult and unusual words as "entered", "cratering", "crater", "per-
forating", "missile", "scheme", "cranial", "inner", "shattering", "in", 
"out" - and "path" two different times. 

In no case was he asked to, never was he not understood, not 
once did he have to repeat anything. How depressing it must have been 
for this towering intellect, this one man in whom the providential deity 
had deposited the sum total of legal and medical knowledge and under-
standing, to have to associate with such an ignorant rabble as those 
New Orleanian lawyers and judge, those backwoods court reporters and 
the illiterate representatives of the press of the entire world. 

By page 48, however, Finck was running backward fast, as in in-
sisting, when asked merely if he had not been "a co-author" of the au-
topsy report, which he had signed and had affirmed under oath before 
the Commission, "Wait, I was called in as a consultant to look at the 
wounds; that doesn't mean I am running the show." 

This was the break for which I had carefully prepared Oser that 
long Sunday in his Metairie home, for which he had documentation, in-
cluding the first part of this book. 

Before long Finck had admitted that the autopsy doctors were 
mere figureheads, that "an Army General, I don't remember his name," 
Was "running the show" (p.48). But, Finck was "one of the three quell*, 
fled pathologists standing at the autopsy table." 

"Was this Army General a qualified pathologist?" 

"No." 

"Was he a doctor?" 

"No." 

Could Finck remember the name? Again, "No, I can't. I don't 
remember." 

After all, why should a mere expert in forensic pathology re-
member anything about an Army General who could ruin his career? Or 
bring charges against him (a reality to be considered in the proper 
context)? Or who could not, in an autopsy room of another branch of 
the service, really be the man "running the show". 

If for some reason not immediately clear, a reason Finck was 
careful to avoid exploring, with all the 

immediately 
	and volunteering 

that characterizes his testimony, the buck had to be passed upward, 
Army does not control Naval installations. This was the Navy  Hoapi 
part of the Naval Medical Center, and the upward chain of command g 
from the comgiWr  of the hospital, whom we shall not forget, to the 
commander of the entire installation, who has attracted our attentio 
and will again, to the Surgeon General of the Navy, who - to now -
succeeded in avoiding any attention. 

But no general of an army rank controls an naval installat 
- not normally, anyway. So, the next day he change a his testimony 
the man in charge being a general, saying he was an admiral. 

Oser eased off a bit for several pages and then came back 
this strange and seemingly unnecessary factor in an open and above 
board autopsy of a President, the domination of it by the top brass 
had no business interfering and no competence to make decisions. 

While claiming that, in addition to this unnamed general," 
were law enforcement officers, military people with various ranks, 
you have to co-ordinate the operation according to directions," a 
Nazi-like concept of the performance of an autopsy under any condi 
(PP.48-9), Finck resisted efforts to get him to identify these of 
(p.51), resorting to generalities, pretending he had been too busy. 
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to the names of the top brass, conspicuous because they served no 
Loo-legal function. 

Even for high military muckty-mucks, hardened as they may be 
the consequences of war, there would seem to be no joy in watching 
dissecting of a human body, not ordinarily, anyway, not for normal 

ople. Nor does it seem that medical personnel would find pleasure 
watching the taking apart of a President. Surely most normal people 
uld prefer to avoid so gruesome an examination, especially because it 
s made on the corpse of a murdered President. 

Nor were these high-ranking military personages required as of-
ciel observers. The Secret Service served that function. 

Finck departed from strict, truth (p.52) in claiming that "The 
=was crowded with military and civilian personnel and Federal agents, 
(met Service agents, FBI agents ..." The onl "civilians" permitted 
the autopsy room were the "Federal agents . Other than these agents, 

capita Finck's claim, there were no civilians there during the autopsy, 
military having seen to that. They posted a military guard and ex-

uded civilians. 

Finck did acknowledge he did not have "to take orders from this 
general that was there directing the autopsy ... because there 

re others, there were admirals." 

"Admirals?" asked Oser, to whom I had given the names of two. 
"Oh, yes," Finck expanded, "there were admirals," adding in at-

mpted self-defense the Eichmann/Nuremberg concept utterly irrelevant 
lathe United States and in a medico-legal function, "and when you are 
lieutenant-colonel in the Army you just follow orders ..." 

Now, it happens that the all-anticipating military establish-
Mint did anticipate medico-legal needs. The specific and written orders 
and directions, special regulations and an entire Armed Forces Institute 
of Pathology manual on "The Autopsy", do not include being told what to 
do and not to do for political purposes, real or fancied. 

Finck continued (with no omission in quotation), "and at the 
end of the autopsy we were told - as I recall it, it was by Admiral 
Loney, the Surgeon General of the Navy - this is subject to verifica-
tion - we were specifically told not to discuss the case," to which ht, 
Wed "without coordination with the Attorney General." 

That never-ending effort to blame the Kennedys! 

(Although the Navy declined to be helpful when the admiral's 
name first appeared in news accounts of the New Orleans testimony as 
'piney" and thereafter was variously spelled, Paul Hoch checked three 
standard sources. The 1968-9 edition of Who's 	Who in America  reads: 
born 2/19/04; M.D. U.Cin. 1929; advanced through grades to rear adm., 
957; surgeon general of the Navy, 1961-5; rear admiral, ret., pros-
ntly Dir. Med. Edn., N. Broward Hosp Dist. Office address: 1600 S. 
Andrews Av., Fort Lauderdale, Fla." The Fort Lauderdale telephone-
book listing cf Edsard C. Janney is Middle River Drive. The New York  
Times for January 28, 1965, announced his plans to retire on page 11, 
so umn 5.) 

Throughout his testimony, reluctant as he was to admit it and 
bard as Shaw's lawyers tried to testify for him, to oome to his rescue 
when he was pressed and did not want to admit what was damaging to the 
official account of the Presidential assassination, Finck nonetheless 	AL 
was forced to acknowledge that the nature of the examination made and 
not made was not determined by the requirements of the law or regula-
tion but by direct orders given on the spot by top brass. 

Important as was the tracing of the path of that magical Bullet 
399 through the President's body to learn if, in fact, there was any  
bullet that did or could have taken this guessed-at path, Finck finally 
admitted the doctors were ordered not to do this obviously necessary 
thing (2/24,pp.115-9,148-9;2/25.1313.4,8,32-6). First he tried to blame 
bobert Kennedy (p.115). In the end, after what amounts to repeated 
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evading and lying, he admitted the orders were military orders and had 
nothing to do with the family. Not until the second day of his testi. 
mony was the deliberateness of his intended deception and the riotous• 
ness of this military effort to blame the family for the gross and 
shameful deficiencies of the autopsy fully laid bare. 

Toward the end of the first day, he acknowledged that this was 
not "a complete autopsy under the definition used by the American Boa 
of Pathology" (p.199). This seemingly full admission is far from it. 
The military autopsy manual requires examination cf the thorax and nes 
organs. It has special sections describing the incisions, exposure and 
inspections to be made. 

Whet is required for everyone else, including the unwanted, tin 
abandoned, the dregs, apparently is too good for the President of the 
United States when the ever-loving, dedicated military takes over. 

Yet even into the second day he tried to pretend the required 
examination, the tracing of the alleged track of the alleged non-fatal 
bullet through the cadaver, was not done "not to create unnecessary 
mutilation of the cadaver" (p.17). Of course, this was entirely false, 
the cadaver having been laid open pretty completely, much as he tried 
to weasel (pp.32-6). 

"The chest cavity of the President" was laid open (p.33). 

"The usual Y-cut incision" was made (p.310. 

This lays open "the rib cage - so you can get the vital organs 
of the body" (p.34). 

And this means all the organs. Reproducing such a picture is 
unpleasant. It is impoglible with the President. It was not impossi-
ble with Oswald, who had no rights to privacy. Nor were the rights of 
his survivors considered, there being nothing that needed hiding for 
which this could have provided a convenient excuse as there was with 
the President. 

So, those who do not have access to medical texts can see just 
how completely the necessary "Y" cut does mutilate a body by consulting 
page 119 of Dallas Police Chief Jesse Curry's futile attempt at justi-
fying his own and the Dallas police record, his JFK Assassination File. 
Osweld's genitals are hidden by a sheet. From below the upper edge of 
this sheet to several ribs below the nipples thWFWIs a single, straight 
cut upward. At this point the arms of the "Y" begin, two angular lines 
to the armpits, where there are smaller "Ys", back to the chest and up 
to the shoulder. 

As illustrated in the military autopsy manual, the "Y" cut be-
gins above both armpits, into the shoulder joints, is semicircular to 
below the nipples, and from the center extends downward to the genitals. 

This is not "mutilation" enough? It was done. 

With this much mutilation acknowledged, is it credible that a 
slightly upward probing would cause objectionable "mutilation"? 

It is a lie. The purpose of the lie is to suppress evidence. 

But, regardless, it was en examination required to be made. 
And it was not made. 

The reason had nothing to do with the alleged wish of the fam-
ily, that unending and shameful effort to blame the bereaved family for 
the deficiencies of the autopsy. 

Finck admitted that Admiral Galloway personally  ordered changes 
in the autopsy report after it was drafted (second day,p.4-5). 

The autopsy surgeons were threatened by high authority (p.5) if 
they said a word. The man in charge was not this unnamed general but 
"the Adjutant General" (he meant the Surgeon General) of the Navy, "Ad-
miral Kinney" (p.6). 

Skilled and resourceful as he was in misrepresenting, evading  

and deceiving, in not answering qu 
in refusing to behave as a witness 
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Specter also took Humes perjui^y about havillg spoken to 

Dr. Perry but once and that on eSaturday. "zk" that testimony 

may understate the actuality because Perry had/three times t 

told the world that Kennedy was shot in the neck from the 4f-

front. /hat also meant that there had been a conspitracy, 

which then government had decided it would not tell the 

IrA)PV2pride /of his own fabrication. Other sources report more than 
the two 4Humes calls to ferry. One is the 

book and the other is the testimony of the Navy radiologist 

who spent much time in the autopsy room. He swore to the 
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phr-Oned Perry from it the night of the assassinatlin before 
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misrepresentation may give even more point to the totally unnecessary 

fate of the original, the sworn word of then-Commander Humes from the 

same paragraph: "That draft I personally burned in the fireplace of 

my recreation room." 

From Specter's and the Commission members' total lack of inter-

est or reaction, no question being asked, no eyebrow raised - no con-

sternation or concern - the proper place for the autopsy protocol of 

an assassinated President is a "recreation room", not a hospital, and 

the proper disposition is Orwell's, to be "personally burned" by the 

prosector. Sure as hell, that burned draft, the original that was not 

destroyed until it was known that there would be no trial, Oswald ariTO 

having been put away, is not going to be quoted now by some devil like 

me loving scripture! 

The reader might want to consider why some unnamed bureaucrat 

had to lie. Why any lie is necessary or acceptable about anything con-

nected with the assassination of a President or its investigation. 

(In this, Simmons is innocent, for the nature of his multitudi-

nous duties precludes his having made the study of this verbal enormity 

that I have. That oannot be true of the writer of this false, propa-

gandizing "receipt".) 

This is not the only lie - should one mince words on such a sub-

ject? - in this paragraph. The parenthetical conclusion is deliberately 

false. It is not "these sixteen (16) paged" that are on "Pages 29 

through 44, Volume riffrr  of the Hearings. Had they been, the interna-
tional uproar would still be echoing after seven years. Shortly the 

difference will become apparent. 

Nor is "(B)" not similarly false. This is not the same "Origi-

nal Autopsy Descriptive Sheet" that is "on Pages 477nd 46, Volume 
XVII" of the Hearings. The words "autopsy descriptive sheet" are not 

on page 373 or anywhere else in Humes' testimony. Nor can these pos-

sibly be that for which I had for so long made repeated requests, all 

of the "notes actually made in the room where the examination wasITIT-

ing place". We have not only Colonel Finck's sworn word that he, per-

sonally, made notes and handed them in before he left and that all 

three doctors made notes on pieces of paper. Moreover, on the page 

prior to that cited in deceptive argument, hardly appropriate in what 

is guised as no more than a "receipt", Humes had sworn, in describing 

what he held in his hand* not an "autopsy descriptive sheet" nor "Form 

NMS Path", both being headings on that required Navy Medical Service 

form, nor did he cite the identification of the autopsy by the number 

that appears on it, "A 63 #272". He could not identify it by the name 

of the President, for this autopsy was performed with such tender care, 

with such regard for precision, history and the legal aspects of medi-

cine, that the blanks required to be filled in for a number of entries, 

including name, date and hour expired, diagnosis and physical descrip-

tion, are all blank. 

Humes' under-oath description of what he held, what was then and 

there placed into evidence, is "these are various notes in long-hand, 

or copies, rather, of various notes in long-hand made by myself, in 

part during the performance of the examination of the late President 

and in part after the examination when I was preparing to have a type-

written report made." 

However his cited testimony from page 373 is interpreted - and 

it is hardly the function of a simple receipt to make interpretations - 

it cannot be limited to this autopsy descriptive sheet, for in the tes-

timony he describes handwriting that "in some instances is not my own." 

Humes is blessed (as I see it) with a distinctive, backhand style, and 

none of the entries - these are not notes but entries on a form - is 

nHis handwriting. 

Besides, Boswell told Reporter Richard Levine that he had filled 

out this form. From the original I now have, it is easily discernible 

that two different implements were used, one by Finck and one by Bos-

well. In neither case is it by Humes, so an notes, he made "during the 

performance of the examinatior 
or anywhere else. 
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I now have, it is easily discernible. 
used, one by Finck and one by Hoa-
xes, so an notes.he made "during 

performance of the examination of the late President" are not here -
or anywhere else. 

The Archivist of the United States, the custodian of the most 
precious documents in our national heritage, kept busy writing lies to 
me and arguing. Instead, he should have been searching the files and 
demanding those he did not have from those who did, which is his offi-
cial responsibility. I decided to do what had not been done: compare 
this lie, earlier written to me, that these are all the notes and those 
to the holding of which Humes swore, with the finished report itself, 
to see if it has descriptions or measurements not in this autopsy de-
scriptive sheet. To assure true impartiality, I asked Howard Roffman, 
a brilliant young student, then in high school and then writing his own 
book on this assassination, to make this comparison for me. He found, 
as I was confident had to be the case, what is required for even a 
lousy pretense of medico-legal science such as this, much more than is 
noted on this single sheet. (The second side holds only four brief 
notations and five measurements, all related to the head only.) 

From my own checking in 1964, I knew the autopsy report held 
facts not contained anywhere in any of the published evidence. As soon 
as the 26 volumes became available, my wife and I had made a word-by-
word comparison of the 15 pages of holograph with the typed autopsy re-
port and had found substantive changes, some to diametric opposites. 
So, I knew in advance what Howard's study would show. What surprised 
me is the extent, much greater even than I had expected. 

What I asked of Howard was much work. He compared everything 
available: the two versions of the autopsy report; the notes printed 
in 0E397, said to be all the notes, whereas none are properly described 
as notes and none meet Finck's New Orleans descriptions of those all 
the doctors made; and the reports of the two panels made public by the 
Department of Justice so long after they were completed and when the 
government was in distress. These two panels, of course, conducted 
their studies long after the Report was issued and from the existing 
evidence only. The 1968 panel report includes an inventory of what it 
examined. Both panels are silent on the contradictions and omissions. 
This silence is a remarkable self-exposure and a self-condemnation, an 
attack on the integrity of both panels and of the Department of Justice 
no writer, no passionate language, can approximate. 

Howard's factual listing is 15 single-spaced typewritten pages. To make this study and comparison, he isolated every single statement effect in the typed autopsy report. He then sought for each fact or 
even an approximation of it in each of the other sources, the so-called 
notes. This leaning-over-backwards is an effort to be as fair as pos-
sible by including all that any carping critic might later complain 
should have been. However, it is obvious, with only these so-called notes as sources, unless some notes had been destroyed at some point, there could have been no other sources for the holograph than there 
were for its typed version and no other sources for the two much-later panels to draw upon. 

Howard's study shows a statement of a total of 88 facts. Of these, only 24 are in the "notes". Sixty-four statements of facts in 
the autopsy report are not in any of these "notes"! 

Because this is the autopsy of a President, because the credi-
bility of the official Report on his assassination, that of all the 
Commission and its staff, the Department of Justice, all those medico-
legal eminences and, indeed, of the military, too, hangs on this alone, 
let me express these shocking figures in two other ways. 

Of the "facts" stated in the autopsy report, almost 	three out of 12EJTLJTI■EsiAtiaLlource. The percentage is just under 73 - 72.7 Iercen . 

Or, putting it the other way, of what is represented as fact in 
this autopsy report, only one in four exists in any existing written Nmrcel 

It can, of course, be argued that some of the doctors might have 
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remembered, such as the color of the President's eyes and hair. This 
cannot be true in most cases, for of these unrecorded 64 facts, 59 in 

)
elude or are solely of physical characteristics. Most of these are of 
parts of the body and their condition. Often they relate to the bul-
let wounds. 

And of these, the startling number of 15 involve numbers and 
f figures. These are essentials it just cannot be believed the doctors 

carried in their heads. Many of these are of measurements referring 
directly to the wounds - their size, their distances from other parts 

A of the body. 

This is complex data, often of minute measurements, and those 
had to have been the most emotional days in the lives of all the doc-
tors. They simply could not have carried all this in their heads. 

And more incredible still, a third of this number is of cases 
where figures are used that conflict with the final autopsy 	report!  
These range from what H-----771FrarEalowar,mo ,ann,Th7iiitrds as possible 
"minor misquoting" - I regard no error in this autopsy as tolerable - 
to the size of the missing piece of scalp. The figure of the report, 
13 cm, exists nowhere  in any notes and actually appears to be in con-
tradiction to what is recOiZed in them. 

This is but a brief summary of the great labor Howard undertook 
for me, countless hours of detailed work. 

No matter how generously one regards it, no matter how much apol 
ogists may prefer to discount, I do not believe that reasonable mane 
conceive that three-quarters of the fact of anything as complicated as 
the autopsy performed on a human body, especially that of a President, 
can possibly have been reported except from written notes. 

They no longer exist. 

The destruction of such records of any murder, particularly the 
assassination of a President, and false swearing about it or them, a 
criminal. When the government that has to be the prosecutor and ale 
can make the charges is itself criminally responsible, neither charg 
ing nor prosecution is likely. However, I have repeatedly invited 
those I accuse to file charges against me and seek a judicial determi 
nation of fact. None has - or will. 

"(C)" is relatively innocuous - that is, compared with the fo 
going only. It is sufficiently serious to deceive in this affair. -I 
is undoubtedly true that, as Humes certified, he had turned in to C 
tain J. H. Stover everything he had not already destroyed. Stover's 
countersigning means no more than that Humes had done this. It does 
not mean that neither he nor his command nor the Navy then had no 0 
records. Somebody had the missing X-rays. Again, this is not ident 
cal with what is "on Page 47, Volume XVII" of the Hearings. Thers'i 
no deviation. "(D)" is identically misrepresented as exactly what 
"on Page 48". 

Whoever cooked up this deliberate deceit sought to hide behi 
the use of "portrayed". That is a semantic "Emperor's clothes" for 
there is a vital difference, a difference not simply that Humes a 
the Commission had Xeroxes, whereas what I had finally forced out 
suppression in secret files are the originals. 

The difference is what was added, by Admiral Burkley,  b ha 
to each.  * 

The Warren Report and Burkley's notations cannot coexist. 
is impossible. 

Thus, this Commission, all of whose members were lawyers, 
eluding the Chief Justice, and its competent, large legal staff, 
nated and headed by the former Solicitor General of the United Ste 
the government's lawyer, went out of their way to accept what sh 
not be accepted in the most blighted backland jerkwater court: 2 
hand evidence when the originals were available, were known to 
available, and could have been obtained for a phone call. 

There is no other reason fo 
reason for their being hidden, nor 
fort to obtain them. 

Now that I do have thesp - 
from originals - let us consider t 
receipt. Let us see what they say 
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of the great labor Howard undertook 
I work. 

regards it, no matter how much apold. 
) not believe that reasonable men can 
fact of anything as complicated as 

Ay, especially that of a President, 
:ept from written notes. 

There is no other reason for avoiding the originals, no other 
reason for their being hidden, none for its taking so much dogged ef-
fort to obtain them. 

Now that I do have them - color pictures and Xeroxes, both made 
from originals - let us consider them in the sequence of the longer 
receipt. Let us see what they say, understand what this means. 

First is the original of Humes' rewritten draft of the autopsy 
report, the closest thing to the original, that having been burned, 
not in innocence but after it was known that, with the only accused 
himself assassinated,-1170a would be no court in which any evidence 
had to be produced and subjected to cross-examination. 

Admiral Burkley countersigned and approved the handwritten au-
topsy report, as he also approved the retyped version. To be certain 
that there was no question, he initialed the first page, "GGB", as he 
did the last. Humes, it will be remembered, personally delivered ev-
erything to Burkley and Burkley had been with the body when it was 
being treated and examined in Dallas and during the autopsy in Bethesda, 
the one medical man in the world and, except for a few Secret Service 
men, the only  man in the world of whom this is true. 

What distinguishes this and what follows from all other copies 
of all versions in all files and published - what was so carefully sup-
pressed - is Burkley's personal, handwritten approval. 

The substantive  changes, changes of fact, not opinion - not all 
of those made after Oswald was killed but only those made-in what was 
not removed from the draft that was burned - are incredible and all, 
we now for the first time know, are approved by the President's own 

relOngicinsa 	and invented
,11:11:4; 

 which 

on a President, they also are approved. To cite what in context is 
minor but in fact is major, the first page is typical. Where in his 
version Humes had the car "moving at approximately twenty miles per 
hour", something neither he nor anyone else knew or could know and 
twice as fast as it was, that was crossed out and changed to "moving 
at a slow rate of speed°, something none of the signatories had any 
way of knowing and certainly not their own observation. Also unknown 
to the signatories, the last sentence began with an argument, not fact, 
"Three shots were heard and the President fell face down to the floor 
of the vehicle." This was completely false, a fabrication. The "cor-
rection" was no leas an invention, an invention entirely consistent 
with every argument and change in the autopsy, to make it seem that all 
the shots had come from the back and that the accused Oswald was the 
lone assassin. After this change, the autopsy report reads, "Three 
Shots were heard and the President fell forward."  (Emphasis added.) 

He did not. 

"Puncture" in describing the'nonfatal bullet wound means entrance. 
t had been used repeatedly in what survived the recreation-room burning. 
In every case but one, it was removed, including those eases where, 
Without doubt, it was meant. One example is on page 4, a point on which 
the entire autopsy, the entire "solution" to the crime and the Warren 
Report itself all hang. The last full sentence, in describing what has 
come to be known as the rear, nonfatal wound, said to have been in the 
neck, the description of "a 74 mm oval puncture wound", with the elimi-
tion of "puncture", became "a 74 mm wound". 

On page 7, in a single sentence where there are seven 	changes of 
fact about the head wound,  the description "puncture" is twice elimi- 
ted, although in later testimony it was, with Specter's-deftness in 

the absence of any adversary, reintroduced. In one of these cases, 
thing replaced it; in the other, a word that is anything but synony-

mous, "lacerated". And, on pages 8 and 9, "puncture" is stricken 
ough, replaced by nothing on 8 and by "occipital", which is entirely 

ifferent, on 9. 

On the other side of the :same coin, where the wound that it was 
ter decided, contrary to the existing evidence, had to be an exit 
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wound or there could be no single-assassin, no-conspiracy Report, the 

qualification "presumably" was inserted on pages 8, 9 and 10. 

Other factual changes are to opposites.  One of the most readily 
comprehended is on page 5, where "left" was changed to "right". On 

page 14, where the rear wound was related to the plane of the body and 

thus not dependent upon what was unknown, the position of the body, the 

change was to what amounts to a deliberate, unscientific and unwarranted 

attempt to frame the accused and the solution. As altered, this reads, 

"The projectiles were fired from a point behind and somewhat above the 

level of the deceased." Without knowing the position of the body in 

three different ways, this could not be said. Was the President at the 
time of each shot vertical, bolt erect? Was he turned in either direc-

tion from at right angles to the length of the car? Or was he, while 

erect in a vertical plane as compared with the car or the seat, leaning 

to either side? 

At best, these changes reflect such uncertainty as to disqualify 

the autopsy report in its entirety. At worst, they are, because agreed 

to by so many, a deliberate conspiracy to frame the then-dead accused, 

to oorrupt history, and to vindicate any assassin or assassins. 

But what is most incredible of all in this rewriting of fact to 

ordain falsehood as truth is a failure by all. Neither Admiral Gallo-

way, who dominated and ordered changes made, nor Admiral Burkley, who 

was everywhere and approved, nor any of the three surgeons themselves 

caught the one slip-up. Five medical military officers are involved 

in this, each culpably. 

In a single place they neglected to murder truth. In a single 

place an accurate description of a wound remained. And say what they 

now may or will, it is an uncontested fact that all five did agree on 

it. It is the one vital fact to escape that recreation-room assassi-

nation of the medical truth. 

The fourth paragraph of the holographic autopsy report begins, 

Dr. Perry noted the massive wound of the head and a second 

puncture  wound of the low anterior neck in approximately the 
midline. (Emphasis added.) 

This is entirely in accord with everything, fact and all the 

initial medical statements, all of which had the President shot in the 

front of the neck. 

There is no change here in the holograph.  Nobody, at any time -
Humes or anyone else - noted any  alteration here in what he wrote on his 
blue-lined, white, letter-paper-sized pad. 

But somebody in the military's butcher shop of history at Bethesda 

did eliminate this truth before the report was typed. In the typed ver-

sion, the word "puncture" was eliminated. In its stead there appears 

"much smaller". The dramatic representation, that the Dallas doctors 

said the President had been shot from the front, fell victim to those 

in the military determined to rewrite what—EITTened when the President 

was gunned down in cold blood in broad daylight on the streets of a 

major American city. 

If we today cannot pinpoint what person did this, absent confes-

sion, there is no possibility of doubt about where it was done. All 

the evidence is that Humes turned in his draft to his superiors at 

Bethesda, and that all of this was supervised by the commander of that 

military installation, Admiral Galloway. 

And this, too, was verified by another admiral, the President's 

personal physician. Burkley approved the original truth saying that 

the President's wound in the front of the neck was caused by a shot 

from the front, and he approved the mysterious change which attempts 

to hide this fact. 

I have no doubt that Humes intended to change this. I do not 

know if he was ordered to and, if so, by whom. But my first accusa-

tion of perjury, in WHITEWASH, is on this point and to this day remains 

undisputed. 
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.ted on pages 8, 9 and 10. 
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Lnown, the position of the body, the 
.berate, unscientific and unwarrant 
) solution. As altered, this reads 
point behind and somewhat above the 
swing the position of the body in 
be said. Was the President at th  

)ct? Was he turned in either dire° 
igth of the car? Or was he, while 
)d with the oar or the seat, leania  

ith everything, fact and all the 
which had the President shot in the 

he holograph.  Nobody, at any time 
teration here in what he wrote on h 
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os butcher shop of history at Bathe 
report was typed. In the typed ve 
nated. In its stead there appears 
aentation, that the Dallas doctors 
.om the front, fell victim to those 
.te what happenedwhen the President 
.cad daylight on the streets of a 

what person did this, absent confes 
)ubt about where it was done. All 
.n his draft to his superiors at 
supervised by the commander of that 
.oway. 

by another admiral, the President's 
red the original truth saying that 
of the neck was caused by a shot 
) mysterious change which attempts 

Lntended to change this. I do not 
30, by whom. But my first accuse-
)n this point and to this day remain 

The day after the autopsy examination, Humes called Perry twice. 
he Report acknowledges but a single call. Perry personally confirmed o me when I interviewed him that he had received two calls from Humes, 
oth the same day. He had, prior to these calls, scheduled a press onference. 

Perry is a man deserving of both pity and sympathy. He is 
riendly, personable, conscientious, and, without doubt, dedicated to 
s calling and justifiably proud of his skill in it. A bizarre touch n what he told me is that, although he knew the President to be irre-
eraibly dead the moment he saw him, when he performed the surgical 

,process then called a "tracheotomy" and since retitled "tracheostomy", 
he made it in the most cosmetic manner. Instead of the usual vertical 
Incision, he made a transverse one, a cut from side to side. His pur-
pose - and he had, he told me, done this several hundred times - was 

that, upon healing, the incision would be made invisible by the 
tural folds of the skin. 

But he was forced into perjurious testimony by national policy, 
a personal situation, and, above all, by Arlen Specter, the man whose 
rsonal assassination of truth and his political apostasy he parlayed 
nto the office of District Attorney of Philadelphia and almost into 
he office of mayor. (He is reported to have higher political ambition.) 

As I have repeatedly charged, including in public appearances in 
iladelphia announced to and covered by the press, Specter suborned 
rjury, a crime. 

Knowing full well that Perry and the other quoted Dallas doctors 
d said immediately that the President had been shot from the front -
d that Oswald could not possibly have fired that shot, proving there 
d been a conspiracy - Specter pretended to the Commission that the TV 
pea and radio recordings were not available (3H377ff.). And he pre-
nded there was no printed press at all in the United States! In an 
barrassed, bumbling and hesitant effort to circumvent this obstacle 
the writing of the Report of the predetermined conclusions, he said, 
r all the world as though he, not Perry, were the witness, 

...we have been trying diligently to get the tape record-
ings of the television interviews and we were unsuccessful ... 
our efforts at CBS, and NBC, ABC and everywhere including New 
York, Dallas and other cities were to no avail ... The problem 
is they have not yet catalogued all the footage they have ... 

Picture of the American electronic media come apart, unable to perate! 

It is Specter's picture, not the reality, as I discovered later 
a ransacking the files on this point, too. One inventory of one Dal-
las station alone is more than 100 pages long. And restricting this 
solely to Dallas and TV, only one station, located outside of Dallas, 
ITVT-TV, had no video tape. Three others in that area, WFAA, WBAP and 

, all offered to duplicate for the Commission all of their tapes. 
This is set forth in elaborate detail in one of a number of Commission 
files on this subject, No. 962, which also suggests that the Commission 
WW delayed its inquiries for inventories and so late that some were  about to be erased for reuse. 

Specter was not under oath, so he did not commit perjury. But 
lied in telling the members of the Commission that "the problem is 

hey have not yet catalogued all the footage". (And suppose, were cata-
oguing the real question, that all but one of the stations had cata-
ogued, or 99 percent of the footage had been catalogued, "all the 
ootage" still would not have been, would it?) But the Comirlision's 
eeds and purposes did not require "catalogues"; they required Perry's 
ords, and they then were readily available, including in the Commis-
ion's own files. 

This is the way Specter gandy-danced his way past the disaster 
erry presented. 

Before the Commission he led Humes into testifying to making but 

:t such uncertainty as to disqualif 
At worst, they are, because agree 

tcy to frame the then-dead accused, 
9 any assassin or assassins. 

of all in this rewriting of fact to 
are by all. Neither Admiral Galle-
gos made, nor Admiral Burkley, who 
y of the three surgeons themselves 
el military officers are involved 

cted to murder truth. In a single 
wound remained. And say what they 
ed fact that all five did agree on 
cape that recreation-room assassi- 

holographic autopsy report begins, 

wound of the head and a second 
for neck in approximately the 
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a single "redundant" phone call to Perry (2H371). Questioned twice and 
separately (6H16 and 0380, the earlier testimony in the later volume), 
Perry told Specter of two. He said of the second of these two calls 
Humes placed to him thil—"he told me, of course, that he could not talk 
to me about any of it and asked that I keep it in confidence, which I 
did" and "he advised me that he could not discuss with me the findings 
of the necropsy." On all counts, according to other and probative tes-
timony and what Perry told me, this is false. 

There was no legal need for secrecy and an urgent need for pub-
lic information that was truthful. The entire world was in turmoil. 
Humes did "discuss" with Perry "the findings", based on which, as Perry 
latertad me, he knew the wound officially described as in the back of 
the President's neck was actually in his back. And, although he said 
he did not tell anyone, Perry had to and he did. 

He did have an announced and scheduled press conference on the 
medical evidence for that very day, undoubtedly the real purpose of 
Humes' call. Had it been for information, he would have telephoned 
Perry the night before, while he was examining the body and could check 
it, not after the body had been surrendered and long after the embalm-
ing and reconstruction had been completed and the corpse was in the 
White House. 

It is Dr. Kemp Clark who first pulled the plug on this perjury 
(6H23): 

Dr. Perry stated that he had talked to the Bethesda Naval 
Hospital on two occasions that morning and that he knew what 
the autopsy findings had shown and that he did not wish to 
be questioned by the press as he had been advised by Bethesda 
to confine his remarks to what he knew from having examined 
the President, and suggested that the major part of this press 
conference be conducted by me. 

Having already told the world that the President had been shot 
from the front, could Perry the next day say the opposite? Or can any-
one blame him for going on an unannounced vacation - translation: into 
attempted hiding? 

Clark, also under oath, named two other witnesses to this con-
versation. Need it be added that Specter and the Commission had no 
interest and questioned neither these two nor any others about it? 
These were the hospital administrator and Dr. George T. Shires, both 
of whom Specter interviewed on other matters. 

So, especially with the reports that only one bullet was expe0 
to be recovered from the body, and that possible only from the wound 
the front of the neck, there is great point in Burkley's affirmation° 
Humes' quotation of Perry's statement that the anterior neck wound, 
which he did see clearly and through which he made the tracheostomy 
incision, was caused by a shot from the front. 

It is doubtful if there ever has been any proceeding of the i 
portance of this assassination investigation in which there was as 
perjury, except for the Reichstag fire trial. And there the falsely 
accused was acquitted, not killed. 

The difference between the original autopsy descriptive sheet. 
that had been a uppressed until I forced it out - that had never been 
seen by the Commission - and the copy used in the hearings and in t 
Commission's files is a difference that, were the official conclus10 
at all tenable, would in itself entirely destroy them. 

The reader will recall that when I first published a copy of 
Commission's copy, this exposure and Reporter Richard Levine's ne 
led to the fantasy-land "explanation" that Boswell had merely been 
bit careless in marking the back wound, never for a moment dreaming 
in the autopsy of a President there is any need for care or accurae 
(What better qualification for a Navy Chief of Pathology?) 

The wound was in the back, not the neck, as all official obs  

testified. Only when Specter want 
tion into a fake solution consiste 
of what would be called truth and 
Until then all the evidence was of 
ter's own suppressed notes of his 
messes before their testimony. 
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Burkley certainly knew. For the is 
this first rescue from oblivion. 
front of the form he wrote, "Verif 
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more precise and limiting: 
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p.525. ** See p. 524. 
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stifled. Only when Specter went to work to rescript the assassina-
ion into a fake solution consistent with the official predetermination 
what would be called truth and fact was there ever any question. 
til then all the evidence was of a back wound. This includes Spec-
r's own suppressed notes of his own interviews with the autopsy wit-
sees before their testimony. 

Now, we know that Admiral Burkley plaoed it there, too. And 
kley certainly knew. For the moment we shall restrict ourselves to 
s first rescue from oblivion. In the lower left-hand corner of the 
out of the form he wrote, "Verified GGBurkley," all run together. 

He did not just initial it. He did not just sign his name. He 
ed a word that cannot be fudged as Boswell fooled the press. The 
ening of "verified" is not subject to argument. Webster could not be 
re precise and limiting: 

1. To prove to be true; to conform; substantiate. 2. To 
check or test the accuracy or exactness of. 3. To authenti-
cate; specif., Law, to confirm or substantiate by oath or 
proof; also to in.'s verification ... 

Those who instinctively grasp at evidentiary straws to support 
the official mythology would do well to restrain themselves, for there 
ill be more on this point in what follows. I here make this comment 
o that those who think they see invisible straws and grab at them do 
t imagine that a medical man who rises to be an admiral in the Navy 
physician to the President does not know the meaning of simple 

ords and here, for no reason at all, just got "careless" and threw in 
an extra and a wrong word. 

Burkley's additions to both the originals of the certifications 
are word for word identical. 

The one that says Humes turned in "all working papers associated 
ith" the autopsy, including the "autopsy notes", at 5 p.m., Burkley 
endorsed with "Accepted and approved this date", signing it with his 

1 name, "George G. Burkley", and as "Rear AdmMCUSNPhysician 
the President". * 

This constitutes Burkley's certification that those now-missing 
autopsy notes at that moment did exist and, when added to the receipt 
and letter so carefully omitted by Specter in publishing File 371 as 
hibit 397, were.in his possession. That receipt, the item marked in 
th margins and the only item in it marked in any way, reads, "One 

copy of autopsy report and notes of the examining doctor which is de-
scribed in letter of transmittal Nov. 25, 1963 by Dr. Galloway." And 
lloway's words are, "Transmitted herewith by hand is the sole remain- 
copy (number eight) of the completed protocol in the case of John 
Kennedy. Attached are the work papers used by the Prosector and 
s assistant." (sic) 

The next day Burkley gave all these items to the Secret Service, 
oh gave him the receipt from which I have quoted. 

When Burkley noted "accepted and approved" to Humes' other car-
ification, what he actually did is mind-boggling. This admiral "ac-
*opted and approved" what Humes admitted, "that I have destroyed by 

ning" his first draft of the autopsy report on the President!** 

Aside from what I have already established beyond peradventure, 
t this revision and conflagration was not until after Humes and ev-
yone else knew that nobody would have to face examination of his 
cords and cross-examination by defense counsel in a trial of Oswald, 
y then safely murdered, can anyone conceive of any good  reason for ' 

destruction of any record in a crime of this nature? Or its acoep-
e and approval bf-the President's physician - an admiral? 

When the nature of the changes now known to have been made are 
onsidered, and with the until-now suppressed confirmation that the 

lesion's medical evidence in its entirety is dubious and in all es-
ntial elements false, can even the most tolerant put any but the most 
sturbing interpretation on, first, the unpunished destruction of 

p.525. ** See P. 524. 
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imperishable, irreplaceable evidence by a man qualified in forensic 
pathology and, second, the unhesitating acceptance and approval by the 
physician to the President himself? 

When all the experts were military men, when all civilians were 
kept out of the autopsy room by military guard, when the military de-
stroyed the evidence and the military approved the destruction of the 
evidence, and when this new evidence proves the testimony about the 
wounds was perjurious, criminal, and all of this criminality, this 
false swearing, was also by the military, is not a question of some 
kind of military conspiracy unavoidable? 

And must I not again ask, is there anything like this in our 
history or that of any other land considering itself free and civilized? 
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travel, I think it is probable the 
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ficial investigation. 
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the prosecutor. 

example, on 
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knew releva 
And the onl 
in fact, il. 

On the left is an excerpt from the Xerox copy of the "Autopsy Descriptive Sheet" printed 
by the Commission in CE 397. On the right is the identical section of the "Descriptive 
Sheet" excerpted from the original, which the Commission never had. Missing from the 
Commission's copy is the handwritten verification of Admiral Burkley, the President's 
physician. For the full original "Descriptive Sheet" see p. 310. 
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s own transgressions against the 
n him by his job and destroys hi 
e things, all of which I do bel 

a) that he, personally, had 
the X-rays; 

b) that it was prior to the 
and included the medical witnear 
of the Commission's record, pert 

o) that, as of that time anc 
the mechanical damage to X-rays 
not exist. 

Where Kelley's explanation fal 
his accounting of what pictures h 
t he had shown a picture of the r 
llas. He did not report any other 

This is not in his written ac‘ 
"TOP SECRET" Commission executiv( 
n did have autopsy pictures, desci 

In one of the earliest of the 
at 2 p.m. December 16, 1963 (p.3 

ly hidden but rather thorough disc 
-all summary report, CD 1, extendi 
ner John J. McCloy complained, "It 
of the larger understatements. T 
iness leaves me confused." Warren vs". 

him explains why he was given an also-illegal "exclusive" on it? 
With some difficulty, I did obtain from Tom Kelley a partial ex• 

planation of what happened to the film. Because it is an inadequate and incomplete explanation, I feel it is necessary to say what I can for him: that, under the law, if there are no existing records, there is no requirement for the government to report what is in employees' minds and not on paper. Therefore, what he did tell me, if inadequate, 
remains more than what it was legally incumbent upon him to tell me. 
Kelley is a lawyer. If he did not know the law, the Secret Service has its own general counsel and the extensive legal staff of the Treas-ury, of which it is part, to draw upon. Therefore, although the follow ing report is unsatisfactory, it does represent a step toward public disclosure of suppressed evidence, a plus that in my experience is al-most entirely limited to the Secret Service. It took four years of trying to get this much, Kelley's May 19, 1970, response to my last 
previous inquiry of six days earlier: 

To our knowledge the X-rays for which Mr. Kellerman signed 
a receipt were all of the X-rays which were taken during the autopsy. 
All of the X-rays for which Mr. Kellerman signed a receipt were in 
the possession of the U. S. Secret Service from the time of their 
receipt to the execution of the Memorandum of Transfer. The 
Secret Service has no knowledge of any X-rays taken which were not 
included in those for which Mr. Kellerman signed the receipt. 

The Secret Service has no record of the development and pro-
cessing of each of the films which were turned over to us, but 
relying on the recollection of our employees who handled the film, 
the following information may be of use to you. 

From the night of November 22, 1963, until April 1965, the 
photographic films were in the custody of the U. S. Secret Service. 
Mr. Kellerman delivered the films to Robert I. Bouck, U. S. Secret 
Service at the Executive Offices Building, Washington, D. C. On or 
about November 27, 1963, Bouck gave the photographic film to 
Secret Service employee, James K. Fox, who bok the film to the 
U. S. Navy Photographic Laboratory. The black and white film 
was processed, black and white negatives were developed, and 
colored positives were made from the colored film. The processing 
and development was done by Lieut. V. Madonia, U. S. Navy, at the 
laboratory. Fox remained with the film at the laboratory and all the 
photographic film was returned to Mr. Bouck the same day. The 
processed film was placed in a combination lock-safe file; the 
combination was known only to two persons. A few days later, 
black and white prints were made by Mr. Fox in the Secret Service 
photographic laboratory. On or about December S), 1963, Mr. Fox 
took the colored positives back to the U. S. Navy Photographic 
Laboratory and observed while enlarged color prints were made. 
All the color positives and prints were returned by Fox at 6 p.m., 
the same evening and returned to the locked safe. 

All of the photographic material received by Mr. Kellerman on 
the night of November 22, 1963, all the processed and developed 
material, and all the prints made from the film were included in 
the Memorandum of Transfer mentioned in your letter. 

Very truly yours, 

The late Senator Russell comer 
bullet came out that struck the Pr 
in the stretcher." 

Fortified a bit by the support 
per, McCloy declared, "I think you 
ts." 

Warren first said, "By all mean 
ant part in it," then added (p.13) 
11 settle for whatever medical repo 

"The autopsy documents" and all 
to included all the film, which is a uments" and-I-isle to the "medical rf 
InaTEWASH IV, p. 102. 
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Thomas JS,iKelley 
Assistant Director 
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Incredible as it may seem,when the Commission, aside from 

t:/;;Yit ia massive Report, also puhlllshed an appendix of 	y-six 

large volumes, of an officially estimated of igen million  

/words,  it somehol0 ncrt only foumd0 no space for the 

,9g official death certificate taxamitgin that would have taken 

on 
tevi 

on up only two pages , it avoided any 'rentlion of it. Thdts 

official death certificate, usually important evidence in a 

murder case, also is not mettioned in that part of the 

Report)w4ch Specter wrote. When I finally found them, this 

this with those other records I rued from their official 
cric3_g_con..t.i4apor 

hiding place, the eetee copies)frrovided me did not come out 

clear. I published only the part that is the death certificate.. 
pecter' 

Using it in 	questioning would have been  

requieed in any trial but !is omission of it in the official 

L.;,/ 
Then, too, thishidden certificate of death Auld 

htave 'empeAet meant the death of his beloved single-bullet 

"solution" to the crime. A Adibibullet hole at the level of 

the third thoracic veirierbra does mean rthe end of that 

creation of S , eater's and that, in turn, means that there 

had been a conspiracy and the government, at the highest 

level, as we have seen, began by ordaining that-1%014W 

there had been no conspiracy and by nominating Oswald as the 

lone assassin. 

4L.0/ 
supposed investigationLU-aariPresident is something-Ogee 

Specter does not brag about. Which is wed wise of him bbecalie 

it is Ilinot o be bragged about. 
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and was oi such s;iv;:rity ti-.at it was hoinici 	be fatal. 	 r...;;... 

tintc o: arrival at the hospital by staverz.1 members of 
orgeney measures wore :::-.1:31orac: immediately includitig 

000. The President was . .....artauncea 	at 1;00 p.m. by Dr. 	Lnr.: 
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:h certificate executed by the President's 
see known to the Corml:sion, which had 
to the Secret Se:evice. However, the Com-
a copy. The official certificate of death 
gation of a murder, but not so far as the 
omnission put this certifichte in its record, 
e next page makes clear. 

COPY 
This is the reverse side of the Certificate of Death wherein Admiral Burkley, present 

at the autopsy, reports with assurance and precision that the President had received a 

wound "in the posterior back at about the level of the third thoracic vertebra." It 
is significant that Burkley provided this description on November gl, for it was not 
until the following day, the 24th, that he saw and "verified" Dr. Boswell's similar 
locating of the wound on a body chart, reproduced at p. 310. For a depiction of the 
exact location of the third thoracic vertebra, see the skeletal diagram at p. 312. 

309 308 
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specter's associate, Melvin Eisenberg, also an assistant 

counsel, who knew very well tat spectrogqihic analysis,* 

proved that no bullet had caused the slits in the Presidents 

shirt collar and tie, asked the FBI about !;neutron activation 

analysis. The last part of this quotation from his letter t 
also says that he knew no bullet or apart of any bullet 

had caused those damajie4 

This(4'as proof that Specter's fabrication was, to his 

knowledge, an impossibility. 

We have seen what did cause those damages, a scalpel 

in a nurses hand and estioning them at the hearings was 

'Specter's responsibility. As we also have seen, he was careul 

not to ask the aestions he should have asked. 

No innocense for any of them, not for Specter in parti-

cular. The same Specter who now claims he had that "passion" 

for truthAo 

No innocense r anYlof the Commission and its staff 

who saw the FBI report ordered by the new President, Lyndon 

Johnsonr-;bse This is because FBI Exhibit 60, part ofiat 

report,has a clear c very clear photograph of twat shit 

spot collar and a carefully stag14,1-picture of a faked kno4.  

of that tie, the apart the Opecjter fabricatioriiiIrretuired 

that magical bullet to have gone througgh. 

In faking this picture, the picture the sole purpose of 

which was to deceive, the FBI was also destroying evidence 

because the only evidence of ;that tie was its knoi- and the 

FBI undid the kno t to 

So, the Commission 

Specter's single-bullet 

pose its fake. 

had ;his additional proof that Sylk 

"solutuon" was impossible. But the 



2? 

Commission, including its staffotndAASpecter in particular 

of its staff, ignored this FBI exhibit and the unwlecome truth 

it bore. There is no mention of what proof the pictures that 

make up FBI exhibit 60 in what the counsels wrote for their Report. 

However, I sought a
i
d obtained ht4i7 the FBI exhibit of 

five picture it took and the Wispecikl one of that shirt collar 

and the slits in it, clearly not bullet holes. It is much 

than the reduced size copy in FBI Exhibit 60 
no 

I gol' it th for once 1m0i0014,1* difficulty at all. e ei   

But cl4arl#y no one om the Commissiom did that simple thingy aJdif /12 , 

11/4)111.  
In those ten miision 	of the twenty-six 	s of the 

Commissionie appendix to its reportr  neither of these pictures 

was included. 

The reason it was so unwelcome to the Commission, to Spoter 

in pgIrtSclizr, is that it alone is proof that what Specter made 

up and is so proud of, his single-bullet fabrication, was 

impossible. 

It alone disproves the Commission's supposed "conclusions" 

and its entire Re*port, 

The Eisenberg memos jig indiThates that he and the Commission 

did not know that the FBI had already had those NAA tests do. 

There is not a word of teem in'those tewenty-six and that Report. 

And the D FBI response makes no mention of having done thos NAA 

tests. But th when I refiled the cited lawsuit to obtain the 

NAA test results, the FBI tstonewall as hard as I had known it 

to stonewall. But the Energy Research and Development (?) ad 

Administration, which I had included in the refiled suit, did 

deliver those test resultes and ithe accompanying photographs. 

When at the very end the FBI made a delivery i consisted of 

Z7A 1144 

larger 
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xeroxes of a great length of adding-machibe tape no two sheets 

*of which were attached to eaciAither. Not one of those a 

sheets bore any identification. -No 	Lures were included, either. 

So much for the FBI's concern for tilted-  country and the integrity 

IA 
of its institution..4 / BAlt I let tem get away with this additional 

dirtiness and contempt for the laws it is supposed to support 

and protect. 

The FBI was also sepo supposed fres what it had withheld, 

its Lab's plajp ond fibres examination of that shirts collar 

and &ie. 	c gave me an entirel 601-ftwit different and irre- 

11-4147v  
levant pikedeure But I had what I needed so the truth would be 

kaowriOiri,wasted no ime on making a stronger picture of the 

ythp-o- FBI when its President was assassinated. 

28 follows 



be for Specter, who converted 
litical career. If the members 
number of staff lawyers had to 

It did not stop here, ho 
fusion built into the files and 
searching them has been able to 
including with the so-called "sc 
that some neutron-activation te: 
unpubiThEed July 8, 1964, letter 

Hoover, that old master of offic 

formance. This deals with the 

Here is the first paragrt 

As previously reported tc 
lead metal fragments uncover 
ter were analyzed spectrogrt 
they could be associated wit 
fragments and no significant 
the sensitivity of the spect 

First of all, he avoids E 
compared with which. Let us as 
between fragments recovered fron 
recovered from the car, the only  
from whatever he may or may not 
may not regard as "significant c 

the Report. If the spectrograpY 
gin, all the wily old dissembler 

business - is very simple: "Thi 

common origin." Or, if he wante 
analyses of the composition of t 
have come from the same bullet." 

This is the requirement f 
Report to be considered at all. 

If Hoover did not say son 
reason for it: He knew he did r 
contrary. 

• There is also something y 
reported was no more than compar 

"one or more of the lead bullet 
how about that fragment from Cor 
pared not with any fragment but 

says it came. If it did not, th 

is false. Without the FBI repor 
there is every reason to presume 

the Connally fragment did not co 
This is not carelessness, TOT by 
practically invented the FBI bus 

To simplify this, one of 
analyses do not confirm the offi 
t. 

their scope restricted. However, his control was 
not as firm when 

staff members had personal contact, as Melvin Eis
enberg did with 

Special Agent John F. Gallagher, the spectrograph
er, on March 16, 1964. 

(Further meaning may be imparted by recalling fro
m the first 

part of this book the two Eisenberg April memorand
a on the conferences 

to determine when what shots hit whom.) * 

Of those technical questions Eisenberg asked, to 
which Hoover 

responded in his March 18 letter (CD525,20H1-2), 
the fourth is most 

relevant here. Hoover's restatement of the questi
on and his answer are: 

4. Would neutron activation analyses 
show if 

a bullet passed through the hole in the 

front of President Kennedy's shirt near 

the collar button area and also if a 

bullet passed through the material of his 

tie? Neutron activation is a sensitive 

analytical technique to determine elements 

present in a substance. During the course 

of the spectrographic examinations previously 

conducted of the fabric surrounding the 

hole in the front of the shirt, including 

the tie, no copper was found in excess of 

that present elsewhere in undamaged areas 

of the shirt and tie. Therefore, no copper 

was found which could be attributed to 

projectile fragments. 

To this he added the letter's concluding sentence
: 

It is not felt that the increased sensitivity 

of neutron activation analyses would contribute s
ubstantially 

to the understanding of the origin of this hole a
nd frayed 

area. 
In what will follow, the recounting of my Civil Ac

tion No. 2569-

70 and efforts to get meaningful pictures of the d
amaged areas of shirt 

front and tie, this response will be of increased
 significance. Trans-

lated from Hooverese into plain English, what thi
s says is that the 

damages were not caused by any bullet or fragment
 of bullet. Had either 

been, there would have been traces of cooper from 
the bullet jacket, as 

was said to be the case with the holes in the back
 of the President's 

garments. 
How, then, was this damage caused? It was not cau

sed by a bullet 

exiting or entering. 

And what happened to the bullet alleged to have en
tered the back? 

The official stories are that X-rays show no bulle
t in the body although 

both post-Commission panel reports on the pII-Comm
ission X-rays show 

fragmentation, which in itself rules out Bu et 39
9 as the cause. 

And what caused the wound in the front of the Pres
ident's neck 

if spectrography rules out 399, no telltale traces
 of it or any other 

bullet remaining on the clothing where it is claim
ed to have exited? 

The reason for suppressing the spectrographic anal
yses are pret 

clear, as is the need for all the lies up to and i
ncluding perjury and 

the suppression of what has to this point here bee
n exposed for the 

first time and what will follow. 

Hoover's concluding sentence seems to say that the
re is no need 

for making any neutron-activation analyses, and th
is was a pennypinc 

investigation. But in the context of the real mea
ning of the answer te 

the question, it means much more. It means that s
ince spectrograph',  

proves this damage was not from a bullet, neutron-
activation will do 

more than confirm the iiigEtrographic analyses and 
prove all over again 

that the "solution" to the crime and the Report ar
e monstrous fakes. 

There is no innocence for the silent Eisenberg, wh
o was soon 

abandoned by Dr. Light, as noted earlier, over the
 same evidence, or 

for any of the others involved in these areas. Le
ast of all can thee 

*See pp. 55ff. 318 

His second paragraph read 

Because of the higher sen 

tion analysis, certain of th 

subjected to neutron activat 

the larger bullet fragments. 

following: Cl - bullet from 

front seat cushion; C4 and C 
dent Kennedy's head; C9 - me 
Governor Connally; C10 - met. 

board carpet of the car. 

First of all, if not until 

ye completed its work, there wt. 

this was a state secret. Ti 

p. 608. 
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pers, drafts, etc. concerning the Panel 

n my possession. The Panel met in 

and drafted its report on 
ther in the next few days and submitted 

.o edited them and returned them to me. 

ce again submitted them to the Panel 

'ere returned to me and final copies 

tch member of the Panel for his 

,btained I personally delivered the 

. Bruce Bromley and he subsequently 

Moritz and myself and the original 

At. I have not seen it since, but 

Justice Department was a photocopy of 

d from our submitted copy. 

in the last paragraph of my letter of 

or I, independently, destroyed all 

law Orleans Oistrict Attorney 

-8 of the Panel either appeared in 

submitted anything in writing. 

pitted by the Justice Department I 

rding that. 

s is the last correspondence of yours 

this natter. 

Very truly yours, 

Russell S. Fisher, M.D. 

Chief Medical Examiner 

was between all the panel members "not to meiso 

r exardnation because "it was felt that 
estab. 

in the custody of the Archivist might be judged 

Kennedys "transferred' the autopsy materials 
to 

e, destruction of all records was not the answer 

er to the Archivist for preservation. With this 

.dente is the norm. See p. 221. 
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This is FBI Exhibit 60, which the Commission did not dare print because it
 contains 

evidence destructive pf its conclusions and its and the FB
I's integrity. It is de-

scribed in Chapter 30, beginning on p.328. The enlargement
 of the bullet hole in the 

back of the shirt was printed by the FBI upside down. The 
actual hole coincides ex-

actly with the real location of this wound, which was lied
 about. The FBI even twisted 

the tie to make it appear that there was a hole in the cen
ter. Actually, this small 

nick was made with a scalpel and was on the very edge of t
he knot. It was enlarged 

with removal of a sample for scientific testing. The tests
 were suppressed because 

they proved no bullet hit the tie or shirt front. This com
bination of suppressed pic-

tures alone proves that the President was not hit in the ba
ck of the neck but in the 

back and that the bullet hole in the front of his neck was
 above the shirt. Either is 

total disproof of the entire "solution." 

597 
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This is an actual FBI print, not fr
om the Warren Commission's files, o

btained as de-

scribed in Chapter 30, especially b
eginning on p.328. It has this, cap

tion typed on 

the back: "Photograph depicting po
rtion of Exhibit 60." It is less c

lear as part of 

FBI Exhibit 60 (p..597) but in even 
that form shows much more than any p

icture the 

Commission dared print. In itself t
his picture, presented here for the

 first time 

anywhere, destroys the entire Warre
n Report and means the falsity coul

d not have been 

accidental. It shows not bullet ho
les but slits. It also shows that 

when the shirt 

is buttoned they do not coincide an
d on this added basis could not hav

e been made by 

a bullet. Note that the slit on the
 button side is entirely below the 

neckband while 

that on the buttonhole side extends
 well up onto it. The FBI and the C

ommission both 

knew their representations were fal
se. The Commission blundered into t

he truth sepa-

rately when Dulles asked Dr. Carric
o where the President's front neck 

wound was and 

Carrico told him it was above the s
hirt. Carrico confirmed this to me 

when he also 

confirmed the obvious, that this damage to the shirt was done when the neck
tie was 

cut off by nurses under his supervi
sion during emergency treatment. 

A r:Igged 

lc:;ated iz. tho frc,nt of 

11ele in - Varcugh beth th( 

duo to the 
hole for a projecttle. 

Guwi'euedipu the :Ica() in 

A f3nall 

Icnt of the tie, Q24, v 

after it 12.-(d passed thr 

X-ray and 

additional evidence of 

The FisI report is from CD 20! 

not even re,)ort thut the re14 

reveal how the composition o 

399. Likewise, the shirt 81 

be consistent with one, assu 

p. 351. 
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One of my th chIllenges to Spe er to sue me if I was 

wrong in what I attributed to h .p includes ignoring 

evidence of which he knew that was relevant and important and 

failing to ask witnesses who knew the proper 

q uwptions *"deliberate suppression. 	A,- 

The first of the witnesses in the next-selection from 

Post Morten era nurse with ears of experience with gunshot JO 

woundsd)  gave testimony that was an additional desruc lion of 

that favorite fabrication of Specters's. What he did, 

instead of making a record of her observation, was to try to 

argue with her, to get her to say what he wanted her to say, 

not the truth as she knew it. 

When he had as witnesses the two nurses who removed the 

President's clothing from him after he was pronounced dead„ 

Specter avoided any questions about the cutting-off od his 

garments, pxticularly the of the shirt and its collar. 

Then there grIge details about the important evidence t 

that seems not to exist any more, evidence in Specters area 
46A4-a241' 

of the work. I then asked a umartion to which Specter made no 

response, why did S1eoter avpid all he deliberately avoided 

in what he was supposed to make part of the official record 

of the official evidence - whVi did he find it necessary to 

'11:void this in All of hie questioning of All the medical viluSeke 
41 

witnesses, including thdfie who made the cuts" in the shirt 

and collar? 
4160 

Then, back in 1975, there iiis/inticipat4K:f 80-ecter's 

title on his book: 

"pot, certainly, in pursuit of khat biragged-of only 4' 
clieni;struth'." 



on March 21, in Dallas, with no member of the Commission present, 
Specter questioned Margaret M. Henchcliffe (6H139ff.). She was the 

first medical person to see the President: 

Well, actually I went in ahead of the cart with him and I 
was the first one in with him, and just in a minute, or sec-
onds, Dr. Carrico came in. 

She followed this (611141), after describing long experiences 

gunshot wounds in her emergency-room duties, by identifying this fr 

neck wound as one of "entrance". 

When Specter tried to get her to say it could have been an exi 
wound, she insisted she had never seen an exit bullethole that looked, 
like this one. When he pressed her further, all he got was her reel 
tion of her expertise with gunshot wounds. Eight of her 12 years of 
nursing experience had been in emergency rooms in a city where gunsho 
wounds are common. She is one of the few courageous witnesses. 

It is she who made the record of when the President was disro 
not until after he was pronounced dead, rair all the medical proce-40  
dures had been completed: 

Well, after the last rites were said, we then undressed 
him and cleaned him up and wrapped him up in sheets ... 
(6H141). 

Three days later, again with no member of the Commission pros 
Specter questioned Nurse Diana Hamilton Bowron (6H134ff.). She is o 
of those who wheeled stretchers out to the limousine, of the first 
medical people to see anything (611136). In fact, in an emotional mo-
ment, Mrs. Kennedy pushed Nurse Bowron away when the nurse attempted 
assist in getting the President onto the rolling stretcher. She was 
one of the first three in the emergency room. 

Consistently, Specter avoided the question of what happened to 
the President's clothing. However, she volunteered it in answer to as 
other question, "Miss Henchcliffe and I cut off his clothing" (emphas 
added) so treatment could be started. 

Specter had not expected to call her as a witness. He improvi 
this for other reasons and she agreed to waive the customary written 
advance notification (6H134-5). He knew what to avoid and tried to. 
She had, as had other medical jersonnel, submitted written reports to 
their superiors (21H203-4). Beginning with "I was the first person to 
arrive on the scene with the cart", she recounted the same explanation 
of how she and Nurse Henchcliffe removed the President's clothing. 

With this background, some of Specter's other and also-proficie 
practice of Orwell's memory-holing is especially in point. Having so 
carefully avoided all reference to the cutting off of the President's 
garments and the obvious cutting of the collar, misrepresented as bul. 
letholes in the face of evidence all of which is contrary, he proceed 
to forget the other relevant and existing evidence, in all elements a 
aspects faithfully copied by the Clark 1968 panel. 

Specter knew the autopsy surgeons removed a tissue sample from 
the back for closer laboratory study. He also knew none had been re-
moved from the wound in the front of the neck. He knew better than to 
believe that malarky about the autopsy doctors not knowing there had 
been a front-neck wound at the time they had the body before them. Be 
just avoided calling one of the in-Dallas witnesses who knew, Burkley, 
and did not ask the others who also were at the autopsy. Burkley and  
the Secret Service agents knew of this front neck wound. There is no 
reason to believe that, it Humes arid his associates did not recognize 
it, none of those who had seen it and also knew of it from the conver-
sation and activities in Parkland did not volunteer it or that the Na 
doctors did not ask - particularly because they pretended not to know 
what happened to the bullet they said entered from the rear. Nor is 
there any reason to believe Burkley, the military man and physician, 
did not tell them all he knew. 

At the Navy hospital, two "sections", or samples, were removed 
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from the edges of two wounds. Specter knew this. He entered the proof, 
0E391, in evidence. It is the Humes supplemental autopsy report, for-
warded by Galloway to Burkley December 6. 

Expediently, it just happens that this original, too, has dis-
appeared. Tom Kelley tells me the Secret Service does not have it. 
The Archivist says he does not even know of it and related items: "We 
do not know of an original of Commission Exhibit 391 or any memoranda, 
letters of transmittal or appendages to this exhibit ...' 

Specter, however, and not only because he entered it into evi-
dence, did have a copy of this supplementary autopsy report. It is one 
of 16 11;gs Rowley sent Rankin under da e of March 13,rim; to Spec-
ter's taking of the autopsy testimony. The Secret Service Identifica-
tion is Control 1221. Opposite that number in the listing is the one 
reference to aryl routing of any of the 16 items within the Commission, 
"Mr. Specter bil". It was not only automatic, for he had to have it, 
but we have this proof that he did, from the Commission's File 498. 

This supplementary report is short, two pages. There are inter-
esting items, some of which can add more confusions, like the entry 
after a listing of seven sections "taken for microscopic examination", 
under examination of the brain. This follows: 

During the course of this examination seven (7) black and 
white and six (6) color 4x5 color negatives are exposed but 
not developed (the cassettes containing these negatives have 
been delivered by hand to Admiral George W. 5107 Burkley). 

Or, still more photographic confusion and obfuscation. 

Then, under "skin wounds": 

Sections through the wounds in the occipital and upper 
right posterior thoracic regions are essentially similar. 

This means that slides were made of the tissue at the edges of 
these wounds. 

They, too, are not accounted for. Kelley tells me the Secret 
Service does not have them. The Navy told me they have nothing at all. 
There is no Commission evidence, published or unpublished, other than 
this reference to the taking of the tissue-samples for study. As the 
Archivist confirmed, everything relevant has just disappeared. 

Orwell again. 

The thoroughness of the 1968 Clark panel is such that it does 
not list these slides in its inventory of evidence it examined. 

And, what is here most relevant, there was no section made of  
the wound in the front of the neck. Or, if it was made, it, too, was 
disposed of. It is not listed, not inventoried, not testified to. 

Only when a President is assassinated and autopsied in a mili-
tary hospital is what is done for a murdered Bowery bum not done. 

And this just happens to coincide with the minimum need for a 
false, no-conspiracy, frame-up Report, avoiding all the missing and 
here recaptured "new" evidence about that wound from the front. Nei-

ther Oswald nor anyone else could have been in front and in back of the 
President at the same instant. This is just further proof that what 
Was required to be done was not done, to protect the "solution" manu-
factured to achieve the predetermined end of the whole awful mesa; and 
What was not helpful to it was ignored or misrepresented. 

It was proper, not improper, that the President's clothing be 
cut. There was no alternative in the medically-required futility of 
trying to save the irreversibly-dead man who, had the impossible suc-
ceeded, would have been a human vegetable. 

Only, why did the Commission and the. FBI feel it necessary to 
try to hide this in the printed pictures? 

Why did Arlen Specter, the experienced lawyer, then a former 
Assistant District Attorney of Philadelphia, a man who knows criminal 
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evidence, find it necessary to avoid this in all of his questioning of 
21.l.  the medical witnesses, including those who made the cuts? 

Not, certainly, in pursuit of that bragged-of only client, "truth". 

Specter is the father of the Commission's bastard "single-bullet" 
baby, that illegitimate, "no-conspiracy", "lone assassin" offspring. He 
fought all the evidence and all those on the staff who disagreed to 
father it. (Remember again those Eisenberg April memos written after 
the pregnancy became visible in the March 16 autopsy testimony.) Until 
the moment of delivery, the Commission was a lady of easy virtue. Each 
of the silent members of the staff who had doubts and remains uncon-
fessed is as guilty, as much a participant in this gangbang of history 
and justice. Each, in effect, restrained the arms and legs of the vic-
tim as Specter indulged his guilty lust to sire this great lie. 

To mix metaphors hermaphroditically, so to speak, this is per-
haps the first time in official history that one man was his own whore 
and hIs own pimp. Though he had accomplices, the parthenogenic monster 
Is Specter's. 

And still again I dare him to sue me! 

If he is men, not pimp/whore, I will read these words on the 
steps of his City Hall so he can sue me where he, made District Attorney 
and all-powerful by this foul deed, can have all advantage, leaving my 
fate to whatever lawyer will volunteer to defend me. By then there 
will be some. 

ARLEN SPECTER HAD TO KNOW WHAT HE WAS DOING! 

He can have no innocence. 

He was in full charge of this pert of the work, Francis Adams, 
his initial superior, having quietly left to return to his New York law 
practice rather than be part of this. (If we can respect Adams' depar-
ture, what of his silence?) 

Specter had to know the damages to the shirt front and tie were 
from a scalpel, not a bullet, and he nonetheless faked the entire mon-
strous "solution". This freed and exculpated assassins, framed an in-
nocent man, to legitimatize the illegitimate official account of the 
assassination of the man who had started a reordering of national pri-
orities away from war and toward peace, toward the belated granting of 
part of their share of the national heritage to those so long denied it. 

Were Arlen Specter the largest stockholder in war industries, he 
could no bet.;er have served the purposes history soon enough showed were 
served by this assassination. 

For these purposes, the assassination required proper baptism. 

Specter's holy water came from the foulest sewer. 

And all the eminent nostrils smelled frankincense and myrrh. 

Need one have more than a Mankiewicz' concern? Was not the 
President (safely) dead? 

With the understanding imparted by this first examination of the 
until-now withheld pictures, the withholding of which was of sufficient 
importance to the government to force me to sue for access, what hap-
pened to the tie is clear. 

Al' the Borgias did not die in medieval days. There is a new 

All the Councils of Kings, the assassins of blighted antiquity, 
have not crossed the Styx. Their modern counterparts range from the 
Potomac and the Hudson to the Golden Gate. 

Their successors flourish in Washington, D. C., the United 
States of America of the last half of the twentieth century, in the 
period between Hitler 1932 and Orwell 1984. 
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It was deer season in Texas. Some of those I interviewed out-
side the hospital had just returned from trips to hunting country, some 

were about to leave. Perry had sought deer and antelope the previous 

week. He and his family are fond of the meat. Hunting is a form of 

exercise he enjoys. They had not had good luck. His 11-year-old son 
had the only chance at a deer, a bad shot, so they bagged none. 

This led us into a discussion of hunting, rifles, ammunition 
and the effects of various kinds of ammunition, designed for different 
purposes. As with many men who really enjoy hunting. Perry is an ex-
pert on ammunition. In common with many hunters and gun hobbyists, he 

handloads his own ammunition. In connection with this writing and 
that on the King assassination, I have made a study of rifles and ammu-
nition, have consulted various experts, standard literature and orimi-
nalists, and I believe that Perry is much more expert in these areas 
than most doctors in other parts of the country. It has been my 

opinion that there are few cities in the country in which the assassi-
nation could have been committed where the witnesses could have been 

as helpful to any sincere investigation because of their knowledge of 
wounds, weaponry and ammunition. 

This, too, is a secret in the official investigations. Neither 

the Commission nor the FBI was interested. Their interests lay in the 
other direction, in hiding. Perry's amateur expertise is one of these 
secrets, through no fault of his. 

Most of this is Arlen Specter's fault. I found Dallas officials 
who developed intense personal dislike for him and the manner of his 

"investigation". Speoter knew what to do to keep what he wanted out of 

the official evidence. One new example of this is Allan Sweatt, then 
Chief Criminal Deputy in the sheriff's office. Sweatt was responsible 
for the immediate taking of statements from eyewitnesses. He handled 

all the pictures immediately known about. But Sweatt was not a witness 
before the Commission, was not the subject of any FBI interrogation in 

the Commission's evidence. Specter used Sweatt's polygraph room to con-

duct the Ruby lie-detector test. He used polygraph "experts" whose cre-
dentials are considered dubious in Dallas. The first thing Specter did 

was to chase Sweatt, an authentic expert, from his own office. Sweatt 
was not present when Ruby was questioned. 

So, if there are inadequacies and errors in the testimony of the 

dootora and if, as I believe, in some cases it crossed the line into 
criminality, the responsibility is Specter's. The doctors deserve sym-
pathy and sympathetic understanding of the position in which all had 

been put. All were under inordinate pressure. Perry is but one exam-
ple. He is but one of the many with technical knowledge valuable (if 
not, indeed, essential) to any thorough and honest investigation whose 

expertise was hidden from the members of the Commission and its record, 
secret and published. 

The first doctor available was Charles Carrico, by then on the 
surgery teaching staff. He confirmed all I have written that relates 
to him and what happened in his presence and added that which Speoter 
did not want and had not asked for. 

Carrico was the first doctor to see the President. He saw the 
anterior neck wound immediately. It was above the shirt collar.  Car-
rico was definite on this. The reader will remember that Dulles had 
blundered into asking Carrico to locate that wound when Specter failed 
to probe this essential matter. It is not by accident or from stupid-
ity that Specter did not ask this fundamental question. The only 

qualification Carrico stipulated in my interview is that the President's 
body was prone when he saw it. However, when I asked if he saw any bul-
let holes in the shirt or tie, he was definite in saying "No". I asked 
if he recalled Dulles' question and his own pointing to above his own 
shirt collar as the location of the bullet hole. He does remember this 
and he does remember confirming that the hole was above the oollar, a 
fast hidden with such care from the Report. AltEough there is nothing 
to dispute it in any of the evidence and so much that confirms it, this 
had to be ignored for in and of itself it means the total destruction 
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of the lone-assassin prefabrication. So it, too, was memory-holed 

According to Carrico, the doctor who was there and under'w 
supervision it was done, the clothes were out exactly as I report. 
emergencies, speed is essential. Clothing is cut to save life-pree 
split-seconds. Practice was not to take time to undo the tie but 
grasp it, as he illustrated with his own, and cut it off close to t 
knot. The knot is not cut. The customary out is made where there 
but a single thickness of necktie. With a right-handed nurse, what 
happened with the President's tie was inevitable. In this cutting, 
minute nick was made at the extreme edge of the knot. Because of 
danger of injury to the patient, the collar button and the top of t 
shirt are unbuttoned, and that is what the pictures of the President' 
shirt show did happen in this case. Trained personnel did exactly 
what they are trained to do, what they do instinctively. Because t 
medical personnel are trained to do what they automatically did in 
case, Specter had no interest in it. His interest was in the case ha 
framed. 

I asked Carrico what Specter did not dare ask, the simple quel 
tion whether, in his opinion, and based on his experience in emergen-
cies, the nick on the knot and the slits in the collar were made by 
the nurses, not by a bullet. Carrico considers it unlikely. He saw 
neither the nick in the tie nor the cuts in the shirt before the nun: 
started cutting. 

Was any other examination made, I asked him. He said that he 
followed standard procedure, running his hands down both sides of the, 
back without turning the body over. The purpose is to ascertain if 
there is a large wound. If there is, it can be felt through clothing. 

If Carrico, an honest, straightforward man, spoke so openly with 
me, I have no doubt that he would have been no less informative with 
any and all official investigators, had they - any of them - truth for 
their client. 

From Carrico's office in Room 208, I went to the sixth floor, 
where Drs. Robert N. McClelland and Perry have offices opposite each 
other. McClelland was in, Perry was then not. McClelland was pleasant 
greeting me cordially. I asked him about his contemporaneous statemer4, 
that "the cause of death" was "a gunshot wound of the left temple" (R52/ 
He does remember it and began an apology by saying "it was a total mis-
take on my part". His explanation is that "Ginger", Dr. Marion T. 
Jenkins, called the spot to his attention. McClelland seemed genuinely 
disturbed about this. He was bitter that the New Orleans assistant dis 
trict attorneys had asked him about it and self-satisfied with how he 
talked them out of calling him as a witness - by telling them he would 
swear it had been a "total mistake". 

I asked him why he never corrected this alleged mistake, wipe-
cially when he was deposed and Specter, having avoided it with obvious 
care, asked him instead if there was anything he had said that he limited 
to change or anything he wanted to add (6H39). 

McClelland had no answer. So I asked him how he knew it was, in 
fact, a "total mistake". He then shifted to this position: "I don't 
know that it wasn't and I don't know that it was." We both realized 
this was a far cry from his opening, "it was a total mistake," for al-
most immediately, and without vigorous questioning, he was admitting 
openly and without leading questions that it might not have been any 
kind of mistake. A bit embarrassed, he formulated still another posi-
tion, "I presume it was a wrong assumption." 

He was anxious to complain about Garrison and his assistants, 
and I listened to a long, bitter and irrelevant diatribe, whioh seemed 
to satisfy him. When he ran down, I asked how he would or could now 
account for such an error, if error it was. He then conjectured it was 
a spot of splattered blood. Perhaps an experienced surgeon and a pro-
fessor of surgery cannot tell the difference between a bullet hole of 
entrance to which he attributed the crime of the century and a spot of 
blood. I found it not easy to believe. So I asked him how he came to 
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1. So it, too, was memory-holed. 
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realize that perhaps he was in error. That, it turns out, was not any-
thing he had seen or of which he had personal knowledge, but the autopsy 
report taken around end shown by the federal agentsi It was not in the 
autopsy report so it was not true, regardless of his own professional 
observation and opinion. 

There was another obvious question and I asked it: Had he, 
Jenkins, or anyone else wiped this alleged spot to see if it was no 
more than a spot of blood or to see if it was a bullet hole when all 
knew there would be an inquest which would have to establish the cause 
of death? His answer was simple, direct and unequivocal: "No." 

I reminded him that Jenkins also had testified to the existence 
of this left-temple wound. McClelland had no explanation. 

Jenkins was not available. His second reference to this under 
oath was remarkably detailed and precise in locating the alleged wound 
in the left temple (61151). This followed immediately upon an off-the-
record "discussion" with Specter, the content of which Specter described 
ss "on a couple of matters which I am now going to put on the record" 
(61150). With regard to Jenkins' professional belief and observation of 
the carefully described and oriented left-temple wound, Jenkins testi-
fied, "you have answered that for me". This is one way of conducting 
an "investigation", with the lawyer telling the expert witness what to 
say and believe. 

Thus it is clear, regardless of whether the doctors' observations 
were correct or in error, on what could have been a vital element of the 
evidence, the only doctors who have personal knowledge have no basis for 
denying their immediate, competent, professional and unsolicited obser-
vation, that there had been a left-temple wound of entrance and that it 
was the likely cause-7)f death. Instead, they were told by Specter and 
by federal agents what to say and believe and what not to say or believe. 

When I left Room D6114 and walked across the hall, Perry was in. 

He is a warm, friendly man, inclined to smile pleasantly while 
talking, with what appears to be justified pride in his and his insti-
tution's professional accomplishments. While he remembered me and my 
belief that the official account of the assassination is wrong, he was 
not reluctant to be interviewed. His recollections of the great events 
in which he had been caught up are, end for the rest of his life will 
be, sharp. From my interviews with him, I am without doubt that, had 
he not been subjected to powerful and improper pressures, there would 
have been no word he would have said that would not have been completely 
dependable. 

From time to time embarrassment showed. He began defensively, 
going back to the anterior neck wound. He does not deny telling the 
press that it was one of entrance. He does say that he has been given 
a tape of one of his interviews in which he hedged the statement by say-
ing it was, to a degree, conjectural. Most doctors, under those cir-
cumstances, great urgency, the President as the patient and without 
their having turned the body over, would have said something like "ap-
peared to be" in describing the wound as one of entrance. While super-
ficially maintaining the position in which Specter put him under oath, 
of saying he did not really know whether the wound was of entrance or 
exit, Perry readily admits that Humes correctly understood him to de-
scribe it as a wound of entrance. He also admits that federal agents 
showed him and the other doctors the autopsy report before their testi-
mony. 

As I led him over those events and his participation, what he 
did and the sequence, he recalled that he first looked at the wound, 
then asked a nurse for a "trake" (short for tracheotomy) tray, wiped 
off the wound, saw a ring of bruising around it, and started cutting. 
In describing the appearance of the wound and the ring of bruising, he 
used the words, "as they always are". Pretending not to notice the 
significance of this important fact he had let bubble out, I retraced 
the whole procedure with him again. When he had repeated the same words, 
I asked him if he had ever been asked about the ringed bruise around the 
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wound in the front of the neck. The question told the experiehced 
hunter and the experienced surgeon exactly what he had admitted, one 
description of an entrance wound. He blushed and improvised the ex... 
planation that there was blood around the wound. I did not further 
embarrass him by pressing him, for we both knew he had seen the wound 
clearly. He had twice said he had wiped the blood off and had seen 
the wound clearlyTirbriefly, before cutting. 

The official representation and that of an unofficial apologist 
to which we shall come would have us believe that bruising is a chars. 
teristic of entrance wounds only. This is not the case. The reader 
should not be deceived on this or by Perry's admission that there was 
bruising. Exit wounds also can show bruising. One difference is that 
exit wounds do not have to show bruising. That in this case there was 
bruising by itself need not be taken as an expression of Perry's pro-
fessional opinion that it was a wound of entrance. The definitive 
answer is in those words he twice used, quoted directly above, "as the 
always are". 	It is entrance wounds only that always are of this a- 
scription. Thus, Perry had said again and in a different way that this 
was a shot from the front. In context, this also is the only possible 
meaning of what Carrico had said. 

In the official version, the President's nonfatal and all of 
Connally's wounds were caused by the same bullet. We discussed them. 
Perry was called in on the Connelly surgery "by the boss" because he 
is an expert on arterial injury. When the other doctors noted the lo• 
cation of the thigh wound, they feared the possibility of proximity to 
an artery. One would never know this from Specter's questioning of 
any of the doctors or from any of the reports of federal agents. There 
is no reason to believe it is because of the reluctance of the doctors 
to speak freely. 

Because of the reason for which he had been called in, Perry 
made careful observations of that wound as he made his examination. 
The hole was much too small for a bullet to have caused it. He said 
that from his examination of the X-rays, the fragment was relatively 
flat and could not have been deposited by a whole bullet that then 
backed out. He showed me with his fingers that the fragment was less 
than a half-inch under the skin and that it had gone about three to 
three and a half inches after penetration. This near-the-skin trajec-
tory alone is more than enough to invalidate the entire official story. 
Because he saw no danger to any artery, Perry did not remove this frag-
ment. This, he said, is the usual practice. He volunteered that, had 
the fragment been there from an unremembered childhood accident, it 
would have presented no hazard to Connally. I asked, had there been 
such a childhood accident, would it not have left a scar? Perry said 
the fragment was so thin it need not have. 

Gradually, as we discussed his observations, Perry came to rea-
lize that he was providing a professional destruction of the official 
story. So, when we were discussing the Connally thigh wound, I re-
minded him that the official police account, written at the time of 
the crime and quoting the doctors, had said the same thing, that this 
wound had been oaused by a fragment. 

He then volunteered on this point that the X-rays showed frag-
mentation in Connally's wrist. When I quoted Shaw's and Gregory's 
testimony that there was more metal in the wrist than can be accounted 
for as missing from Bullet 399, Perry nodded his head in agreement. 

Perry was not unwilling to express criticism of the autopsy doc-
tors. Humes had told Specter that the bruise on the President's pleura 
might have been caused by Perry's surgery. Perry was affronted by the 
suggestion. He said they never cause such bruising in tracheotomies 
in adults and are exceedingly careful to avoid it in the smaller bodies 
of children. When Perry learned of this bruising, he had wondered if 
the cause was fragmentation. If he then had no way of knowing it, on 
the basis of my "new evidence", that today does seem to be the most 
reasonable explanation. 

The autopsy doctors were wrong in attributing the chest incisions 
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subcutaneous emphysema. The way Perry said this, it was as though 
Mere saying, "Any child should know that." Perry, personally, had 
d for these incisions. They were for a "closed ohorostomy". This 
irrelevant except as a professional opinion on the competence of 
Bethesda doctors. 

Having learned what Specter suppressed, that Perry is an amateur 
rt in ammunition, I discussed other evidence that Specter suppressed, 
pattern of fine fragmentation in the right front of the President's 
d as disclosed without explanation in the panel report. Perry was 
Limit doubt that this could not have been caused by a jacketed, mili- 

bullet. The reader should remember that, under the terms of the 
neva convention, military ammunition is encased in a hardened jacket 
"humanitarian" reasons, to prevent just this kind of fragmentation 
human bodies. Military ammunition is designed to avoid explosion 
the bullet in the body, for a clean transiting of the body. This 
not the case with hunting or "varminting" ammunition, that is, a 
et designed for the humane killing of pests or undesirable animals. 

Perry's opinion is that the fine fragmentation and its pattern 
the right front of the head alone could be the end of the Warren 
port. As he thought about this "new evidence" on the wounds, Perry 
id that, from his experience, the panel description of the pattern 
fragmentation is consistent with what he would expect from a "var-
ting" round. It is the opposite of the behavior of a military round, 
oh is supposed to prevent this. 

To illustrate his point, which is not his alone, Perry described 
explosion of a varminting bullet on a reoent hunt, when he had shot 

$ prairie dog. The damage in each case was similar. The inference is 
hat the massive damage to the President's head could have been caused 
by an entering bullet. Other amateur experts, like Dr. Richard Barna-
bei, had already told me this. 

All his colleagues hold the highest opinion of the county coro-
ner, Dr. Earl Rose, who was avoided with such official diligence that 
his name is not once mentioned in all the testimony. Rose objected 
vigorously to the kidnapping of the corpse. It was his responsibility, 
under the only obtaining law, to perform the autopsy. All the doctors 
agreed that, had he done it, the questions and doubts that now exist 
would not. 

After the interview I discussed the "new evidence" with Perry, 
inviting him to come and see it for himself. I described the report-
ing of medical fact by the Clark panel, then quoted the death certifi-
oats. He said that if the government could do such things he would be 
terrified. I told him, "Then you should be terrified." 

Were one inclined to be terrified about those things which have 
become normal with government and cannot be tolerated in any kind of 
decent society, there would be no end to terror on this subject. 

Another case is one more illustration of the official misuse of 
the Kennedy name. It happened when I was away in early May of 1972. 
During this absence, I received an undated letter from Rhoads. He had 
declassified "the one page of Mrs. John F. Kennedy's testimony ... 
that had been withheld ..." He enclosed a copy. 

There were many pious speeches in the "Top-Secret" executive 
sessions of the Commission about calling the widow. There was always 
the pretense of concern for the feelings of the bereaved. It had fi-
nally been decided that the chairman and Rankin would question her at 
her 3017 N Street, Northwest, Washington residence, in the presence of 
the then Attorney General, Robert Kennedy. This was postponed until 
the time the Commission expected to have its work completed, hardly the 
proper or appropriate time for interviewing the only close eyewitness 
to the fatal shot. A witness with her knowledge should have been one 
of the first called and one of those most closely examined. 

But finally, at 4:20 p.m. on Friday, June 5, 1964, it came to 
pass. 
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hit him. Bullets do travel faster than sound. Connally remembers his 

reaction to knowing the President has been hit and remembers being hit 

separately and later. The Commission could not accept his testimony 

and conclude as it did, so it did not accept his attestation, his 

wife's, or this entirely confirmatory testimony by Mrs. Kennedy. 

Skipping the remainder of that sentence for a moment, to present 

it in proper context, the next, as edited and published, reads, "And 

Governor Connally screamed." It is not considerations of good taste 

that inspired censoring of the rest of that sentence. The accomplished 

intent is to hide the clarity of her recollection and testimony and the 

emphasis she planed on Connally's "scream" causing her to turn. She 

described how he "screamed", "like a stuck pig". She emphasises this 

again toward the end of the paragraph, "But I heard Governor Connally 

yelling and that made me turn around ..." She began the paragraph in 

the same way, what "made me turn around was Governor Connally yelling". 

Three times in the same paragraph she testified that what made her turn 

around was not awareness of a bullet having been fired, but Connally 

"yelling" and screaming "like a stuck pig". 

And without having heard the first shot, how many were there? 

Mat did she volunteer before Rankin's dishonest question designed to 

persuade her to testify16717wer shots than she knew? She testified 

there were four! There was the one she did not hear, the one that 

made Connally yell; and "I remembered there were three." 

Delay in questioning her, the manner of questioning her and 

whatever she "read the other day" had the inevitable and intended ef-

fect. They "confused" her. As with Zapruder, whose recollection of 

reality was changed from the uncongenial to the official, and as with 

so many others, she was conditioned. As if her suffering were not 
enough! 

And the poor woman, treated like Pavlov's dogs, wound up think-

ing her clear recollection was wrong when it was not. She could not 

understand how she could remember what was officially verboten until 

"I read the other day that it was the same shot that hit them both"! 

She, Governor and Mrs. Connally and the distraught end dedicated Kel-

lerman, 100 percent of the close witnesses on this evidence, were cor-

root. But correctness was not the desire of those who boasted "truth 

is our only client". So incorrectness became correctness. 

Just like Orwell said, only 20 years early. 

Her distress is further reflected in another changed sentence. 

She did not mean she wanted the Governor killed. What she actually 

testified to is, "But I used to think if only I had been looking to the 

right I would have seen the first shot hit him, then I could have pulled 
him down, and then the second shot would have gotten Connally." 

What her unaltered testimony really says and means, because she 

bad turned to the right before Frame 210, the first point at which the 
raimission claims the President could have been hit, is that, if she 
bad been aware of the first shot, if she had heard it, instead of re-
acting to Connelly's yelling, she might have Iwo the President from 
being hit by the fourth and fatal one, from the only one she saw hit 
("He was receiving a bullet"). 

The reader need not wonder about what was removed at the point 
the Commission says "'Reference to wounds deleted?". It includes a 
further reference to Sack of immediate awareness or reaction "in the 

front seat". But no reference to any wound, no description of any, 

the purpose for which the closest eyewitness should have been ques-

tioned. In both versions, the honest and the altered, there is the 

incomplete sentence not referring to Connally but a later time and 

voice, "But someone yelling". In the published form, between this and 
the bracketed insertion, there is only "I was just down and holding 

him down", which is not what she testified. Her authentic words are, 
"But just down holding him. I was trying to hold his hair on. But 
from the front there was nothing. I suppose there must have been. But 

from the back you could see, you know, you were trying to hold his hair 
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on, and his skull on." 

Part of the skull had disappeared, as we have seen. Her inter 

ness on having the President's head seem intact, which is understand-

able, may explain what happened before the head was exploded and "I wa 
just down and holding him down": her unrecalled venture onto the t 

of the car, where Clint Hill may well have saved her life, almost at 
the cost of his own. Hill's belief, that she was trying to retrieve a 

piece of skull, makes as much sense as anything else. Subconsciously, 
in what must have been the most excruciatingly painful reliving, and-

emotionally, in agonized words that seem incoherent, she said more t 

the Commission wanted said. 

"But from the front there was nothing" can mean that there was 

no flap of hair and skull for her to press back into an intact head. 

Two pieces were missing. The Commission was not anxious for this to be 

known, witness suppression of the Harper reports I discovered, and the' 

continuing suppression of those pictures of the piece of skull. "From 

the back" here, I believe, means the piece of skull, from the back of, 

the head. 

The understandable repugnance comes through unintendedly in her 

depersonalizing of what she did, substituting for the personal pronoun: 

"you were trying to hold his hair on, and his skull on." There was no 

"you". She alone suffered that greatest of agonies. 

Yet in a sense this subconscious misspeaking was apt. In a very 

real sense it was appropriate for her to formulate a charge against the 

Commission she had no reason to make, that it was "trying to hold his 

hair on, and his skull on", where there was none. And where all offi-

cialdom had to know there was none. 

Figuratively end literally, this is true, Characterization of 
men who would do such a thing when a President is assassinated - and 
misuse his widow for such a purpose - is unnecessary. It is not neces-

sary to attribute motive, either, for at this point there can be but 

one, and it is obvious. 

Mrs. Kennedy did confirm that the President had been shot much 

earlier than the goiment  could acknowledge and still pin a bum, no-

conspiracy rap on Oswald and history. She did confirm the unwanted 

but unavoidable testimony of both Connallys and Kellerman, which also 

mean precisely this. She did remember it in a way irrefutably con-

firmed by the existing anCirsrepresented film - all of it that cap-

tured that scene. And what she testified she did is confirmed by this 

film and by all the testimony about what she did (WHITEWASH II, part 

III). 

So her testimony had to be suppressed and distorted. This was 

a nobility of purpose and purity of soul to which the involved offi-

cials all could and did rise. 

And it is all consistent with that medical evidence that had 
been suppressed and what this book now brings to light. That confirms 

her. So, she was distorted and suppressed, it was pretended that her 

testimony was edited for "taste" only, and the Report could issue. Had 

her testimony not been rearranged and suppressed, this could not have 

been dared. 

If Malcolm Perry was not "terrified" before, he well might be 

now. 

It came as somewhat of a surprise when, shortly after returning 

home, I learned that, contrary to what I had been told was Burke Mar-

shall's assurance, he was granting what from the first seemed like ex-

clusive access to the materials covered by the contract to a far-out 

character, the only  one seeking access precluded  by that contract. 

Fred Alroham phoned me on Thursday, January 6, telling me frankly 

that he wanted to "pick" my "mind about the Warren Commission Report. 

I am on very short notice trying to pull myself together as to minor 

detail and I can't recall what was said about it. And that is, it bad 
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Mrs. Kennedy's testimony had been delayed and kept secret. 

Paul Hoch and I were trying to break it loose and we finally 

succeeded. I was surprised at its brevity, as I was about the 
.1)'e Rankin unhidden atiempt. tp make it mean what she did not 

mesa mean. 



It was so brief and superficial that, as printed, the whole 
thing requires less than three pages (511178-8l). When the formalities 
are eliminated and if one considers everything else relevant, the rele-
vant is about two pages. Including formalities, it took exactly ten 
minutes, no more. It was all over at 4:30. ' 

Mrs. Kennedy was looking directly at her husband when his head 
exploded. The Commission suppressed the relevant frames of the Zapru-
der film (as I exposed in WHITEWASH II). It pretended to make a typo-
graphical error, saying that Life had supplied a series ending with 
Frame 334. But simple arithmTra with a J. Edgar Hoover letter told 
me that Life had been asked for and had supplied nine additional frames, 
through Mile 343. The Commission suppressed them from its printed 
record. It was not because of the indescribable horror felt and shown 
by the widow as she saw the terrible thing from inches away, not be-
cause of official sensitivity about her feelings, that these frames 
were not published. It is because they, too, contradict the official 
account of the fatal shot and raise doubts about the nonfatal injuries. 

Her husband's head did explode in her very face. 

At the point where, from the printed transcript, it appears she 
was about to describe this, the Commission, with seeming honesty, in-
serted "ffeference to wounds deleted7". 

This is a deliberate and multiple lie. Mrs. Kennedy made no 
specific reference to Liu wounds. Not here and not elsewhere. Rankin 
saw to that, it being 	obligation to take testimony from her, not 
schmalz, to ask her about the wounds, not avoid it. 

So, he did avoid it. The question to which she responded was 
not about wounds. It is, "Do you remember Mr. glint7 Hill /Ear Secret 
Service Agent7 coming to try and help on the car?" 

And this one acknowledged is not by any means the only change in 
her testimony. As a matter of historical record, I here reproduce the 
entire page. 

-COMPIDEINU 

nn. Kennedy. 	don't romember anything. I vas just down 

like that. 

And finally I remember a voice behind me, or something, and 

then I remembered the people in the front seat finally, or 

somebody Knew something was wrong,  and a voice yellingoihich 

must have been Mr. Hill, "Get to the hospital," or maybe it 

was Pr. Kellerman, in the front seat. But someone yelling. 
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have been. But from the back,you could see, you 17:now,you were 

trying to hold his hair on, and his skull on. 

Mr. Rankin. Do yourave any recollection of whether there 

were one or more shots? 
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ny recollection of whether there 

Mrs. Kennedy. Well, there must have been two because the 

one that made me turn around,was Governor Connally yelling. 

And it used to confuse me because first I remembered there were
 

three and I used to think my husband didn't make any sound when 

he was shot. And Governor Connally screamed like a stuck, pig. 

And then I read the other day that it was the same shot that 

hit them both. But I used to think if I only had been looking 

to the right I would have seen the first shot hit him, then 

I could have pulled him down, and then the second shot would 

have gotten Governor Connally. But I heard Governor Connally 

yelling and that made me turn around, and as I turned to the 

right my husband Was doing that. He was receiving a bullet. 
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The irrelevant comprises most of the published hearings. What 
is "in poor taste" is and always has been readily available, much of 
it published. Repeatedly I have had to be my own censor in masking 
what is in poor taste and the defamatory, such as allegations of homo-
sexuality, in using the unrestricted. And even if a few of Mrs. Ken-
nedy's graphic words might be misinterpreted as in poor taste, that is 
the nature of spontaneous testimony, as it is its importance. In any 
event, it is neither why her words were edited nor encompassed by the 
inserted description of what was suppressed. 

The representation that the "Archives merely has custody of the 
records of the Commission and can make available only those records 
that have been cleared for research" is the most deliberate kind of 
duplicity and entirely misrepresents the reality, as the reader should 
remember. The Archives had and exercised the right and obligation to 
declassify the Commission's own records. It is only the records of 
other agencies that have to be "cleared for research" from outside the 
Archives. The Archives used its legal responsibility for political 
purposes, to suppress, and for propaganda, not for scholarship. Cases 
have been cited and we shall resume with one in what follows. 

With the recounted history and with the month's delay in sending 
this one page to me, I was suspicious. I found myself wondering if it 
could be only by accident that this page was sent the first time I was 
working away from home in six months. Could it be no more than happen-
stance that I would be getting it in a flood of other accumulated mail 
and at a time when I would be deeply preoccupied with different work? 
Consistent with these doubts is the absence of a date of the letter, 
the only case I can remember in a truly enormous correspondence. 

So, I made a word-by-word comparison of the suppressed page with 
the printed representation of it. Prior to any indication of any change, 
I found one that seems significant and, like all the others, is not in 
any way indicated in the published, altered version. 

In the first sentence of the first of the two longer paragraphs, 
the published version has but two seemingly minor changes. The word 
"finally" was shifted. It alters completely what she was saying. It 
is made at best ambiguous when it was unequivocal. It is made to seem 
that she, or "a voice behind me" or "somebody" undescribed "finally 
knew something was wrong". And the tense is changed to make it seem 
that her recollection is of the time of her testimony, not the very in-
stant of the crime. "Remembered" is changed to "rememther". In saying 
what she actually said, "and then I remembered the people in the front 
seat finally" reacting, she is not criticizing the Secret Service agents 
but saying there was a longer interval between the time of the first 
shot and the time of reaction, "finally". She carried this further in 
the next paragraph, which confirms the unwelcome Connally and Kellerman 
testimony, meaning that the first shot was much earlier than officially 
admitted. 

and misleading in his formulation of 
how many shots she heard. Instead, 
influence her response: "Do you have 
were one or more shots?" 

One of the changes appears to be legitimate. Mrs. Kennedy's use 
of "that" is meaningless without description. It was changed to what 
seems accurate. What the court reporter should have included in the 
transcript but did not was added. Her recollection is faulty, as this 
shows, because it had been changed by what "I read the other day". 
There was, of course, no interest in what she had read. The changed 
recollection is what officialdom desired. Thus, she is made to say 
what the existing pictures prove quite wrong, that she did not turn 
"to the right" until "my husband was doing this /indicating with hand 
at neck7". She turned much earlier. This is what the rest of the tes-
timony on this suppressed page says. 

She did not hear the first shot. And, what "made me turn around 
was Governor Connally yelling." This is what Connally and his wife 
swore to, that they had heard the first shot, as he could not if it had 
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Alespose of aoVirtnvelkirence of Los Angeles official who kept 
Sirhan Sirhan's lawyer out. In polite words they discussed if 

how they would make the evidence inaccessible. In fact, some 

of that evidence was destroyed. 

Sirhan was convicted of assassination Robert Kennedy. 

Ryan was an assistant 'nited States attorney who handled 

the government's defense in-ibirily lawsuit to obtain the 

results of all FBI at ng in the Jphn Kennedy ease. 

The records referred to were provided by ERDA while the 
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Rlit. results of that NAA testing it is apparent that the FBI 

had to be determined tp resist disclosure and yen make a less 

than honest represenatation of them to the Commission. 

They prove Oswald cluld not have been the assassin because 

he had not fired a rifle that day. 



order for my signature ... I can't very well make an affi-
davit ... I don't know whether we need an affidavit. Could-
n't you just simply prepare an order? I think there should 
be something in the record that supports my order, and now 
whether it is a good legal support or is not is another 
question. 

JUDGE LORING: Couldn't you recite an examination of the 
photographs, discovery material of such a nature and so 
forth, otherwise it would serve no useful purpose. 

MR. PITTS: That's what I had in mind. 
JUDGE WALKER: I will do it that way but you will have 

to help me ... (p.11) 

* * * * 

DEPUrY CHIEF HOUGHTON: 	the files of this investiga- 
tion should be separate from all the other files and they 
will be under lock and key and there will be a minimum dis- 
tribution of keys. At the moment there are three. 	one 
I will have. ... 

MR. PITTS: Nielson has one, and who has got the other? 
DEPUTY CHIEF HOUGHTON: Captain Brown. We are going to 

isolate the files ... (p.32) 

The end cf it all was almost as Dulles ended that January 22, 
1964, executive session, with Judge Walker saying, "I don't think we 
will have this written up at this time for distribution." (p.33) 

Like the Warren Commission, those who were supposed to be im-
partial, the judges, were partisans. They did what they wanted to 
do, not what justice required. Like that order for which Walker would 
find "some kind of ground ... whether it is a good legal" order. They 
feared the decision could be reversed because the trial was not fair 
but were assured that Nixon would alter the complexion and views of 
the Supreme Court in time for the remade court to support them. 

They were aware that the physical evidence had to be preserved. 
Nobody raised any questions of space for storage and there was space, 
described as bays, in which the evidence could be kept in "packages" 
and "containers," the clothing in plastic bags. Along with this were 
what could be taken as hints that some might be destroyed. 

Whether or not this was the intent, it is what happened - the 
very next months But as with the 'Aarren Commission, it took persist-
ence and diligence by those later seeking truth to expose the destruc-
tion of evidence. 

With this destruction of evidence there was the plan for with-
holding it "under lock and key." 

This characterizes the police, the prosecution and the courts 
in all three major political assassinations. 

It is anything but justice or the quest for truth or decency 
in society and government. 

It is a close duplication of the FBI's suppression of these 
scientific tests, not doing what was required in them and then making 
access as difficult as possible to what little it would let out, law 
or no law. 

Pratt did "put it on some kind of ground." He did "find myself 
some ground and do it." He did not worry about "good legal support" 
and he was openly contemptuous of the appeals court. 

Nixon had already remade the Supreme Court by then. 

More "New" Evidence 

Those hundreds of pages of thousands of figures RAn gave us 
that we had not asked for do have values, values obvious since Septem-
ber 27, 1964. Their values are why they &see suppressed in the Warren 
Report. One is clear in the last testimony in the 26 appended volumes 
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t appeared two months later. 

I did not seek them or the raw material of those tests only 
because I could not pay for them. 

In its desperation to protect the judge acting as its agent, 
the government had to deliver something that in its allegations would 
appear impressive. What they gave today is less significant than 
what I sued for. 

If exculpating Oswald were the major question, after more than 
& decade I'd have found some way of paying for these records and would 
have sought them. To report that they do exculpate Oswald is to re-
port the simple fact. That is why they, too, had to be suppressed. 
Broader and deeper issues became more significant with the passing of 
the years and the changes time brought. Oswald's remarried wife told 
their children their father was the lone assassin. There is the ab-
stract question of justice. But there remains this unsolved crime 
and this kind of malfunction of all our institutions. 

My earlier suits ended the decade of suppression of those TOP 
SECRET executive-session transcripts in which the Commission was hor-
rified over the possibility that Oswald had served a federal agency 
and deliberated how to "wipe it out." Thereafter the major interests 
benefitting from belief Oswald was innocent are these agencies. For 
others concern should be about the state of the country as a conse-
quence of all of these now unquestionable abuses and subversions. 

Most cf those hundreds of pages are the raw material of the 
testing of the paraffin casts the Dallas police made of Oswald's hands 
and face to determine whether he could have fired a pistol and a ri-
fle or handled one that had been fired (1511710). The tests do not 
prove that either did happen. They are capable of proving that either

could have happened. They are capable of proving that neither did. 
Other common substances can leave the same deposits as residues from 

gunfire. The absence of deposits is exculpatory. 

These paraffin tests were subjected to neutron activation 
analysis. They show deposits on the hands, which need mean no more 
than that Oswald handled any of the many ordinary materials that can 
leave the invisible traces NAAs pick up. This means that he could 

have fired a pistol, not that he had. There is no similar evidence 
on his cheek. The tests given me show that in seven "control" cases 
where others fired a rifle this evidence was left on the cheeks. 
This was the last problem the Commission addressed in what began as 
a whitewash and turned into a coverup. 

An authentic expert was the Commission's very last witness. 
FBI Spectrographor John F. Gallagher was not called until September 
15 (15H746-52), when the Report was already set in type. He was 
called in such haste that the transcript opens with an apology for 
it. His testimony, taken in complete secrecy, is a brief six and a 
half pages, not enough for the beginning of an introduction to the 
testimony he could and should have given. 

In this record of intended dishonesty there is no greater 
abomination, no more repugnant abandonment of any standard of hon-
esty or decency. No more completely deffhitive self-exposure of the 
deliberateness of the falsification of the actualities of the assas-

sination and of all of history to follow. He could and should have 
testified about all the evidence for which I sued. He was asked 
about and testified to none of it. 

Counsel Norman Redlich asked Gallagher (1511747) "are you fa-
miliar with any neutron activation analyses which were conducted in 
connection with the assassination of President Kennedy?" Gallagher's 
response was limited to "Neutron activation analyses were conducted 
at Oak Ridge National Laboratory, Oak Ridge, Tenn., on the paraffin 
casts from the right hand, and left hand, and the right cheek of Lee 
Harvey Oswald." 

Here Redlich interrupted. He did not ask if any other neutron 
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activation testing was done. Gallagher did not volunteer that it was. 
In his effort to make it appear that Oswald did fire a weapon, Redlich 
slipped in asking Gallagher two questions we shall see are self-in-
criminating. Redlich wanted and got affirmative answers to "with 
regard to the rifle cartridges, did you examine the cartridges which 
were actually found on the sixth floor ..." followed by, "And did you 
determine that the elements barium and antimony were present ...?" 

This was deceptive questioning intended to frame a case against 
Oswald. Redlich kept out of the record that the other evidence, in-
cluding these shells, had been submitted to NAAs. But he could not 
and did not get Gallagher to say that Oswald had fired any weapon 
(15H750). Gallagher did testify that "there are common commercial 
products which do contain" the same chemical elements (15H750). They 
are "found in a variety of common substances" and "are not specific.' 

These "common objects" as listed by Hoover (20H1) begin with 
what Oswald spent all day handling on the job, "printed paper and 
cloth" - books. Among others are "paint, storage batteries, rubber 
and matches." If any guilt attaches to Oswald from this testing, it 
is that he did the job he was paid to do, handle books. 

When the cast of the cheek was studied, there were greater 
quantities of these traces on the wrong side of the cast, the side 
away from the cheek, than on the cheek side itself. This is what the 
papers given me prove and Gallagher swore to (15H751). 

Redlich went on to become Assistant Corporation Counsel of New 
York City (under Rankin as Corporation Counsel). Then, in 1975, he 
became dean of the New York University Law School. With these quali-
fications, he failed to ask Gallagher if there had been comparative 
testing made on subjects who had fired and handled weapons. The pa-
pers given me establish repeated tests of this kind and that in each 
case the readings were much greater than any from Oswald. Redlich 
also failed to ask Gallagher a single question about Gallagher's own 
work on the spectrographic and neutron activation examinations of all 
the other evidence - all those dealing with the crime itself. All 
these results are contrary to the official and preordained "conclu-
sions" of the "investigation." 

There is and there can be no innocence here. Redlich concluded 
it with a feeble effort to hide his questionable conduct. He asked 
Gallagher if they had had a brief prior discussion and if in the tes-
timony they had covered all they discussed (1511752). This is to say 
that they had connived in advance to eliminate what neither the FBI 
nor the Commission wanted known. 

The Commission had to delay calling Gallagher until after its 
work was entirely over except for problems like this and those posed 
by Senator Russell's disagreement (WHITEWASH IV,pp.21-2,97,132,208). 
What Redlich did was as dangerous as it was unconscionable. Nobody 
dared go into the actual results of any of the tests. And the earlier 
nitrate testing on the paraffin casts made by the Dallas police also 
yielded exculpatory results (R560). 

This deliberate hiding of the truth was already in the Report 
at the time of Gallagher's testimony, which should have been the ear-
liest taken by the Commission rather than the very last. The decep-
tion is furthered under "Expert Examination of Rifle, Cartridge Cases 
and Bullet Fragments" where the Report says that these "were all sub-
jected to firearms identification analysis by qualified experts" (R79) 
These were neither all the tests nor the essential ones. 

That this testing was limited and was not definitive also is 
hidden. At no time and in no way was the Commission or the FBI ever 
able to link all the bullets and fragments to the common origin that 
is a precondition of any investigation or conclusions by either. If 
these fragments did not have common origin, the entire "solution" on 
this basis alone is a deliberate fraud. 

The Report and the 26 volumes completely omit these tests -  
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Oswald from this testing, it 
1, handle books. 
mdied, there were greater 
side of the cast, the side 
;ide itself. This is what the 
,e to (15H751). 
ant Corporation Counsel of New 
Counsel). Then, in 1975, he 
Law School. With these quali-
I there had been comparative 
and handled weapons. The pa-
of this kind and that in each 
n any from Oswald. Redlich 
uestion about Gallagher's own 
activation examinations of all 
with the crime itself. All 
ial and preordained "conclu- 

mcence here. Redlich concluded 
;stionable conduct. He asked 
discussion and if in the tes-

3sed (15H752). This is to say 
Liminate what neither the FBI 

Ling Gallagher until after its 
Lems like this and those posed 
FEWASH IV,pp.21-2,97,132,208). 
t was unconscionable. Nobody 
y of the tests. And the earlier 
made by the Dallas police also 

ruth was already in the Report 
which should have been the ear-
han the very last. The decep-
ation of Rifle, Cartridge Cases 
says that these "were all sub-
ysis by qualified experts" (R79). 
he essential ones. 

xA was not definitive also is 
the Commission or the FBI ever 
cents to theecommon origin that 
1 or conclusions by either. If 
,igin, the entire 

by 
	on 

1. 
mmpletely omit these tests - 

meuuron of one tact of the NAAs being performed except on the paraffin casts. 

Buried in Appendix X - not in the text - is the subsection "The Paraffin Test." After what could not be avoided, itemizing some of the common substances that do leave deposits like those from fir-ing a weapon or handling one that has been fired ("tobacco, Clorox, urine, cosmetics, kitchen matches ..."), the Report admits "A positive reaction is, therefore, valueless in determining whether a suspect has recently fired a weapon." (R561) It fails to state the obvious cor-ollary, that the absence of traces is exculpatory. It quotes not Gallagher but another agent as saying that he "would not expect to find any residues on a person's right cheek after firing a rifle." This instead Of the known evidence that in all the control testing these residues were deposited! 

It was easier to suppress these tests and the fact of their being made. 

Were this not enough, the Report then calls the paraffin tests "unreliable." Is that why the tests were made? 
It concludes this section (8562) with a distorted version of the Oak Ridge paraffin testing without here or elsewhere mentioning Gallagher's name or the controls run in those tests, controls excul-pating Oswald. 

It says only paraffin casts were tested at Oak Ridge! (R562) 
All this addresses more than fact, more than dishonesty. It is a clear representation of intent. The intent to foist off on an anguished people a fake solution to the assassination of the President could not be more apparent. Why else lie and hide and pull all these Watergate-like dirty tricks in secrecy and then contrive an Orwellian Report that was known to be absolutely false? 

Despite all the perjury and stonewalling, the FBI could not avoid delivering more and completely definitive evidence. It includes what, Redlich and Gallagher contrived to suppress about what both men-tioned, those empty rifle shells. It includes the real story of the so-called "missed" bullet. It includes tests required to have been 
done with NAAs. If there were no NAAs, it is only because the results were known and proved the opposite of what was wanted. 

When Hoover died Nixon became the first President to appoint another FBI Director. His choice, his own hack, L. Patrick Gray, turned out to be a felon, one of Nixon's stable of felons. As FBI Director, Gray personally destroyed irreplaceable Watergate evidence, then lied about it. The last of his contradictory versions under oath was televised before the Watergate committee August 3 and 6, 1973 (Hearings OP.3449ff). 

Clarence Kelley, the man Nixon felt best qualified to succeed a Gray, did not serve an apprenticeship under Hoover. Enough of those who learned the Hoover way from Hoover remained in the FBI. 
Once we nailed the FBI in its lying about what was requested in my suit, it had no choice but to pretend to comply - in its terms rather than with what I actually sued for. In a letter of mil 10, 1975, Kelley claimed full compliance with the delivery of what he represented as all the NAAs. He listed them. The invisible touch of the ghost of Hoover swirls around Kelley's actual words intended to say 'full compliance" without actually saying it, which would have been the grossest and most deliberate of lies: 
"It is considered that" these new pages, he wrote Jim, and 'that already furnished to Mr. Weisberg, responds fully to his FOIA request." (Not one paper I had asked for was ever delivered.) 
The operative word here is "considered." Who "considered" what? The FBI lied and Kelley lied. They hide this from themselves with semantics, whatever anyone may attribute to "considered." This 
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Illustrative of the ignorance of the fact of,the non- 
c Nit'? Y 

investigation by those who consider themselves yes and 

whose cf-lticisms come from profound ignorance of the 

actual official evidence is their failure to wipe out fact 

claims in defense of the governments failures and untruths. 

For example, blaming the Kennedy family for what the 

government actually ordered the autopsy pathologists not to 

do when it is razuired for a fu-41.1 autopsy, what we have 

already seeen i Finck's New Orleans testimony he swore 

they were ordered lot to do by the Navy. 

Bit tile truth is that before 'the autopsy began Robert 

Kennedy signed .11,e autjority#, 

The Kennedy authorization is for a full futopsy. Nothing 

not done or withheld. 

The copy disclosed to me was unclear and 441so un- 

clear orn public4 	
wr 

tion ebiit what4s relevant can be made nub. 12 

It is abcAle the large blank space that is above Robert Kennedy's 
CAat4 / 

thar Ntaaffs' 

/e space Robert 
o ( 

oprd. P 	a 

amok-44., 	did none of the things atttributed to them 
.„!: 

by% governmerity:iiiii;iSpecter and by defenders of Ar 

the official assassination Whology 

aignature. Above that blank space isjAlaguage 

fpr Many exemptions from a1"uII taut-opt:0. In 
ail'.  ad 

Ketinedy entered nothing a,;.-akk - not a sin le 



70:1 2GST•MGaTErvi EXt.!.::1ZATION 

;1;2 	..1::;orizat:or. :0: post-mortem examinati,,n is obtained by letter, telegram, or racchtnically 
paragraphs I tad 2 shall be completed by 	 tele- 

r.:,:r.:erir.durri con:.: mind telephone call of authorir.•;6, -•10A04 to this form for pemanent Mo..-  • 

. • 
Aztl-„crity is also granted for the preservation and study of any Lad all tissues whirl:may be removed. This 
,:.:therity shell be limited only by the conditions expressly stated Wows' 	 . . • • 

 

Address White House 

 

 

Washington, D.C. 

Authority 
toeoaseM 

• 

The performance of the autopsy specified above is approved. , 

sipmum  R.O. CANADA CAPT MC,USN  

Co =ending Officer 

Date 	22 NOVOMber 1963  
• 

1 

bullet path through the neck. Dr. Finck's apology for this fundamental failure is thus rendered invalid. See pp. 235-6. 

From the official archive of a president's murder, this is the clearest copy available 

removed for study, then the photographs and x-rays taken during the autopsy, government 
ship by the family of the deceased. aee pp. 101-2. Also, if the authorization includes "a complete" autopsy, there can be no excuse for the failure to dissect the putative 

eAlri:"Y'S eQVCCl/16^110•4 (Forarped w e i ... n oniqes gnw: OM/rt.-4W. A.N. 	riSTZ":40. 

property, are also to be a part of the permanent file and not subject to claims of owner-

of the autopsy authorization. Line 2 sho.ad read: "You are hereby authorized to per-form a complete post-mortem examination on the remains of..." This authorization de-stroys many of the official L.yths. Clearly, if the authorization is to be part of the "permanent file" and "authority is also granted for the preservation" of all tissue 

. 	000/ Ikftt A•speal w• ~Wad Imo  AV) 

•.• 

• • sums/m.4;10mm 

• 

▪ • 	• 	• 
• AUTHORIZATION FOR POST0401TLI1 

I  WAND MO. 

• 
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irregular but is 
difficult but it is 
Le AP projection is 
art 1.3 mms. 

.n the lateral projection 
:rens.. and the greatest 
.s of the metallic 
xis of the femur." 

was delivered to 

went to great efforts to learn 
hind in Governor Connally's 
solution to'the assassination 
a lack of deformation precludes 
onal problems that it was at most 
t and of :11 its surfaces, only 
t of the bullet is obviously 
t in Connally imposed an addition- 

led by Dr. Reynolds was suppressed 
If the size of the metal fragment 
irately recorded here, this alone 

The picture of 3f9's base end 
:osld have come. See p. 602. 
fission to ignore this report? 
.lure to make adjustments for 
i which failed to get an adjusted 
)6). 
;onnally's chest, an unlikely 
way 10 cm. of the fifth rib. 
ors in Dallas before some of 

;ommission, he was told that post-
Ll fragment remaining." This was 
of Connally's ,ost-operative care 

i to repeat his atory before the 
buried the information and inves-
ing of the post-operative chest 

3 wrist indicates that the famed 
of two lead fragments removed 
t page after page of FBI reports 
)ver'a lab report to Dallas rolice 
L fragwnt." (24H 262). The FBI 
.inti was recovered from Governor 
its sisiosal, the Commission 

ess imprecision the Report states: 
metallic fragments, and two or 

." (R95). sresumably the Commission 
also, the Commission could 

• fragments desisted therein. A 
• least five fragments scattered 
taken after the two fragmento were 
3s, isJ2). 
e ,:oimdssion developed the basic 

owal• • •1. 

 
 

 

 

 

I
Wit 

• 122 November 1963,  
u.rarnination on file romans of • . , 

• 1 

U.S. 	Mo3pita1, 

 

aut%orized to ;:erforra 

 

'Pr.ric.f.y - 
4.1„,•:A....u4.m 

S:-:stung 
0: U'iLZOef 

Address 	 

knew»  (Mrs) 03hn F. Kennedy 

Wife 

Title 

P. 
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As we have seen, jpecter boasted of being the first to 
out 	

wha
t I-it/Oho' Ifet/the truth abou what iitsgAs did to the autopsy report. Specter 

also 0444am claimerithat there had been no changes in the 

original autopsy. /de knew all h4-41046-'claimed was not true. 

He knwit more than any other that all this was false and 
deliberatgly false 	 protect his many fabrications. 
rapt of all his single-AUlfry fantasy and the government2 
preconception that there had been no conspiracy, tthe basis 
of the $Warren Report. 

As we have seen, w4 Humes and Specter said that what 
Humes destroyed was his autopsy notes they both knew this was 
a very significant lie. *We have seen 'the siiring of receipts 
I publisheqt in 191,45. T se receipts cover 0; *those whp' 
had *lose nOkerfromithe time4Specter burned he qgiginpl) 

autopsy repo in the fireplace 
in his roc roo as soom as he knew Oswald was dead . It was 
well after  the time of his burning that, Humes turned his 

in 
notes and his reviseutopsy report, v4 at Specter now essays 
does not 4g. 16 have seen a string of receipt5 what 
Specter now says` 	-never existed as they passed frees hand e- 
hatd. 

Gm* 	 AA4,4.4;0k-c4a.4 
I iseekd the original of this sunbaylfu4rd autopsy report 

14.6,04 44 
in mTjaisd at ie National Archives. I made aWrkugraphi 
preserve the little gi'14:, like the 6;act that Hujes wrote 
it on a tablet t*that ht-d thin blue lints that woulin6r4t 
show on offset photographing. The xerox, what I reproduced un 
Post Mortem,  is the Archives' copy of the original for me. 

This substitute autopsy proctocol alone makes Spectet a 



who lied to'proeee protect the actOrual assassins, 

to hide the fact that there had been a epscconspiracy to 
0 

assassinate the President, to keep from the paple et 

the proven facts that prove the ma assassination was a 

coup d'etat, to change the fleadersh* and the policy 

of the government. 

One of tiumes' changes of the many of them in his sub-

stetute proctocol after the burned the original one is 

on 	7 of his substitute. 

In joF its original language in his substitute glib 

protocol, under "(d)", in Specter's location of the head 

would, is what he actually wrote ca' h be read through his 
it. 

lining it through. What he wrlter before he go4- back to t 

tpffice of r sdmitral 	charge is "a puncture wound tangential 

to the surface of scalp." But as he testified, and that teeti- 
(L- 

many was *6-0q30ayer, so SpameSpeets."-was well aware/of=64-hew 

ordered, which Specter also knew, to make the :many changes ,a4  

he made. Humes Jad a distinatiste handwriting. In his diiitincimr 

hand he eliminated all waad above and replacem those mammal 

meaningful words with the single word that does not include 

any of those eliminated words that are meaningful. That onee 

word is "lacerated." Vitt 4itf w & La .011.014mt14', 

This and much Ore, very much more like it,are part of 

the proof lity...gp..13Se ii3ecter's knowledge when he proclaimed 

that there were no changes in thq! original autopsy 

Specter know what he said was a lie and a very signifivant Wee 
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Humes twice omitted the word "puncture" on this page, once actually replacing it with 
a word of entirely opposite meaning, "lacerated." 
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A year and a half what was called the Memorandum of Trans- 
, 

fer from Admirl burkley was delivered to Evelyn Lincoln. That • I 	4 
was on A1. 26, n65. Lincoln was then in the National Archives, 

of which she was Not an employee. She was there in connection 

with the Kennedy Library, which, as all Presidential libraris are, ("d 

-rart of 'the National Archives. This list includes a number of 

Atoms some of the criticeon both sides say are missing or 

altered. 

There is no proof that what is alleged to be missing is 

really missing./ They are items the Kennedys wanted not to get 

out and be used in improper coMmercializalons, as happened 

when copies of the autopsy photoCaphs were stpienOtand sold 

to a stilfermarket tablo4d7. 



• _ , - 

TAA11:.1FET2Elt TO "RS. LPXOLN, 7:ATIONAL AeOUVES, AP/IIL 26, n6S 

1. One broken casket handle 

2. Pnvelopar numbered 1 to if containing black and ienite negatives 

of photographs tnLen at ti7c of nutoesy 

3. 7 envelopes containing 4 x n mv:ttivex of autopsy raterial 

S envelopes containing 4 x S exposed film containing no image 

S. 1 roll of exposed film from a color Car'tY3 entirely black v
ith 

no lease apparent 

C. nvvelope containing E X-ray negatives 14" x 17"; 6 X-ray negatives 

le" x 12"; 12 bled end white prints 11-  x 14-: 17 1,1:,c1 cod 

prints 14" x 17': all negetives and prints pertaining to 14-rays 

that here talon at the autopsy 

7. 36 	x 10" hInet. and white prints - autce'sy photos 

37 3 1/2" x 4 1/2" black and whito prints - autopsy pl'otos 

27 color positive trans:arercies 4' x 

1 unexposed piece of color file: 

P. 27 4" x S" color negatives or oute^sy photernphs 

55 F" x 	color prints of autopsy potog;rnphs 

5. 1 plastic hoz 0  x f 1/2" x 1" containing paraffir 'loci's of tissue 

sections 
1 plastic hex containing paraffin blocbs of tissue sections plus 

35 slides 
A third box containi

ng P4 slides 

I stniniess steel container 7" in dia- ator x 	containing gross 

r;aterial 
3 wooeen boxes, each 7" x I l/r! x 1 1/4 , cortninine Sf slides.- 

hlood sr. ears taken at various tiT:as derh-T life 

Le:7.ete autopsy protocol of Prosi:ct rernedy (orig. h 7 cc's) 

Original signed by nr. 	prtholc,ri3t 

Letter of transmittal of autopsy report (orig. f, 1 cc)
 

Office !le.,;nrra'o-4 from Jet-cs K. Cox to 0AIC Covet: rov. 21, 1163, 

coneorvin  
"a 	

the 	ecessiug f Mn in t''c pr -r4cc )c Lt.jg) V.
• 

ecnio. rsz! (orig. 

 

 y 2 ccc) 

Orig. re,* from Lt.
 'adonia to J. K. Fo

x. V. S. Secret SC'TNICC, 

e:hite Pause, Specia
l Officer, dated Nev

. 20, 10("S, concerning 

receipt of certain f
iles end prints and the processing thereof 

(Oria, 	1 ec)
/"'") 

:;-/ 3 

`-)J-1•9? 
, • 

Certificate of destruction of pr( 

of autopsy (1 c
c signed by 

V:. J. 

f. 1 cc cod nee 
serox reprel 

rersole. 	
/t.oting C' 

AFA1C. "„ S. Secret 

d:,ted 11-22-(3. 

7Lerz,fx re; eadnerion of ne.
,o f 

rni, 	
:. Sibert to Ce 

.!c.!ic;71 School, 
regarding re 

Ice of letter doted 
tec. S, 106: 

Jr., e.C, 1:SN, concor
nirc gr:;411( 

,27Ico 	̀
roe' (Th:qain StrAvar 

rallen=an caec-Irhing,
 receipt 

of 

This is the long-suppressed Lemoranduis of Transfer. See tip. 166, 288, 405. 
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Certificnte of 4estruction a prelic:incry *rift notes on yrotocol 

of alltol.sy (1 cc signed by Dr. J. J. Hu 's) 

1 cc ,r:J one zeros re;Aroction of nc-T. fro Corc!r. Mtn H. 

rersolc, 	V.S,N., Acting (Lief 4;f  fa:icloP.7, to roy H. 
Erllea .an ;  AS..IC. ". S. Secret Service, reFardiro X-rzy 

4t.ce 

7:crft:),  rel.ra.!bction of me.lo fro::: Francis X. 	Jr.. Anent 

W. Short to Cnpt. J. H. Stcvcr, Cor=nding Officer, 

:7e.Ac:71 	 re;,,ar(!log recei;At. of cissilo, Anitoe. 11-72-63. 

lcc of letter dated 	5, 1'163 fro:,  SAIL. ?cool to Capt. J. P. Stover, 

Jr., 	USN, copcorninc f:r:whic fii^ holecrs. 

rr2F:f,  1".:0-31 fror C-,pt:zin Stcvor, 	uSN:, 	27, UV? to roy H. 

corcorning receipt of lAlotograyiAc 

247-2' 

r'ySiCn to 1.Z, PrcA.2ont 
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There are ninety-six more pages I had copied as I read 

Specter's book but I believe they now are not neoessrary for 

a proper examination of the book that is, really, as we have 

seen in more than adetuate detail theft is very far from all 

that is official and available and that, icom the ef000e 

official records ).s really Specter versus Specter, 

As we also have seen, again oma, 'very much less than 

is available, what we have seen ofAmSpwcter's 

"passion," it is not-it cannot possible hake belias he 

claims in his book end on it's cover, "for truth' / 

It is not unreasonable to wonder if Specter gives a damh 

for what is true. 

For what is true aout what the Warren Getasigp-,-rossepm did 

and did not do and repoitto the nation abut Athe assassination. 

For what the people hailtbeen told, especially when OW 

was the one doing th-e 

For 4suppressing why what was hidden and kept secret.* 
kikitA4* 

was hidden and kept secret in Aamha bragg about being an open 

JL 

re-iva 

goyrnment in mxamaxsan o en society. 

For telling the , 	that Oswald was a lone assassin 

when all the actual official ,proof is that he was not an 

asszssin and that the assassination was the end profuct of 

a conspiracy 

For not,41ettig it ite known hat there was an afficial 

decision not to investigate the crime itself and to 

declare that Oswald did what he could not have done, from the 

actual official evidence 
Oi  

And why 67Pecter made up . a phomy and an impossible frae-11D 
4 
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of Oswald that was essential if jls decision not to investigate 

the crime if'Self and to attribute it to Ossald a14e i that 

hopefully unique horror in any free societyriewas to succeed. 

Why those who saw that Katzenbach memo did not tell anyone. 

ealtapiexriggAPilx especially the people of 	country_)that thg:y 

had had a coup d'etat -really that they were frdtecfing 

that 	 d'etat only they can say. None has. Ad several 
0AnAt_ 

here Specter;hd books in which hey could b4ve been truthful. 

If they cared more O' for the cpumttry and ifs system 

of self go4nment. 

The case of Apacter versusjtap±cIer, which, unintendedly, 

this book ildis, is as ugly as anything in our history
dA4 hla if 

 

is to uni!iiike--4-h-olmr-414,is. 

It is an anti-American book because it defends-tridKto 

hide- what was a coup d/tat and because they, in this book 

Specter, hide that fact from the people and never told them 

'the truth abo4t ay.  anything at all. 

unless it as the spelling of names. 
and partly 

If I, fist am aging and then an old/man, c6 did and did 

yo what these excepts ea5wmtmgPilaidf welawhat I learned and 

then to the degreegoiWZpossible for me took all I could ofee 

what I larned to the'i ppeople, it is obvious than any seater 

of th the Warren Commission staff could have done ever so 

much more with tbeknowliedge from the inside that 	liimealone 

had of access to, 

qt even becoming a publisher to do that when faced with a monolithic 

boy4 

e my what they could have don4 for thwAMOnation and for their Ut/1/14  

mom. integrity - if they:ciiired more for the country and less 

"" 
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for what they woulkd have suffered if they had been real 

rather than pretended t.patridk. 

Keeping silent whet when it was time for adl men t 

who cared to speak out was antnamwAmerican. 

But 'iving an entirely false account of it for his own 

and undeclared purposes , which is what Specter did, is much 

much worse. 

What can his purpose he been we when this book is 

enogh to mf ruin him if opposed by anyone who can learn .the 
44P114.414 

truth, 	be done easily by i7iiiiiI4—check of I he records 

SLIit does not seem to be a book written for hce own 

politifal purposes. 

A friend who discussed this with me believees what seem 
LA/144 

to be a reasonable explanati4r(Specer-raetre thil boo* 

in a campaign to be appointed to the Supreme Court, 

Where he would be togethe—wiih the entirely unsuited justice 

who owes that seal- to S—eoer,Specter, Clarence t-homas. 

Hardly -the man to replaceThurgood i/A/144'44' 

Whatever Atay have been his purpose, the Specter who wrote 

this, one of the most deliberately dishoesy of books, thal(he 

did/his book distpalifies 	from any office because a6 

61-14 -a- C1  office recuires 	d 	 y, find hr Specter v. Sp 

Specter_ leaves/4o tuestion at all about it, Specter °annoy 

be trued at all. 


